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WELCOME
E ARE ENTERING that time of year where we brush the dust off our jackets 
and reach for our umbrella on our way out the door. Yes, we are now in 
autumn.
 Autumn has already got off to a rocky start before it officially began, 
with the DVSA announcing a delay to the Part 3 changes that are set to 
take place. We offered DVSA the opportunity to talk about the reasoning's 
behind the changes, so DVSA Driver Training Policy Manager John Sheridan 

provided us with more details to the thinking process that led to the Part 3 changes (found 
on page 22). Olivia then addresses the impact these changes will have on ADIs.
 Have you ever found yourself in the position of sheer confusion when it comes to 
your driving school website? We offer some great tips when it comes to making the most of 
your website which are all based on feedback from learner drivers (page 26).
Although summer seems like a very distant memory as I look out of the window and notice 
the pouring rain, luckily it was bright sunshine when we spent the day at CarFest South 
2017. Our day was filled with classic cars and incredible bike tricks all on display at one of 
the country's biggest motoring festivals (page 30).
Back with a bang is our National Conference. After the success of last year's event, we will 
be bringing it back and looking to make it even better. Find out how you can cast your vote 
for the DIA Driver and Rider Training Awards and what makes these awards so special.

Matt Rathbone 

W
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olivia@driving.org
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Chloe is a key contact for trainers, examiners and 
customers booking our popular advanced tests

Chloe Denny
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Would you like to be our member of the month?  
Contact us at feedback@driving.org and tell us why you think you should be nominated.

Dan Carter

THE MONTH
MEMBER OF
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Why did you become a driving instructor?

I had been working in the pub and restaurant business for five years and 
was an assistant manager and looking to take a step forward into full 
management when I decided it wasn’t right for me. I liked driving and 
looked at doing all sorts of driving based jobs when someone suggested 
driving instruction. I looked into it, found the idea interesting, so here I am 
11 years later.

What do you get out of your profession?

I am now mainly a fleet trainer. As an ADI teaching learners I enjoyed 
the social interaction with all sorts of different people and helping them 
achieve a qualification that can really change their life.

As a fleet trainer I still like to meet people and if possible help them to 
enhance their driving skill. The moments when people realise there are 
different ways to deal with problems gives me satisfaction. 

What differences were there between when you started and now?

I work more with qualified drivers now in vans and cars. I am also much 
more confident in my ability as a trainer and coach. That has mainly 
come from developing myself and taking advanced driving tests. I am my 
harshest critic and even though this is a personality flaw it has driven me to 
a certain degree. I am also a better golfer now compared to when I started.

Dan explains how he traded a career in the pub and restaurant business 
for a life as an instructor, and how a call from a man in his late 70s 
asking for refresher lessons became his fondest memory.
 

Congratulations Dan

What was the most unusual driving/training experience you had? 

I don’t really have any unusual training experiences. However, I have 
trained many different types of people that have caused me to improvise. 
Using cue cards made up on the spot to help a driver who was deaf. 
Completing presentations using Google translate for a group of 4 people 
who didn’t speak English was unusual though.

What obstacles have you faced and how did you get over them? 

As a fleet trainer arriving to train people that had been driving for longer 
than me was occasionally a challenge. Times have changed a little now, 
but I did encounter some hostility with people not understanding why 
they needed training after passing their tests decades before. Again, 
developing myself with advanced courses helped and gave me credibility, 
as well as using the skills I had picked up in the pub trade, being able to 
communicate with all different types of people. I enjoyed and still do the 
challenge of encouraging people to change their attitude and beliefs.

What is your fondest memory of being a trainer? 

I remember early on after I qualified and was fairly green to my new career I 
had a phone call from a gentleman wanting refresher lessons. Not unusual 
but when he told me he was in his late 70s and hadn’t driven for a while I 
thought this could be interesting. I took him for a lesson expecting a slow, 
over cautious drive. Instead I got a high revved drive far too quick. Did a 
lesson with him around the same time every year for 4 years until he gave 
up driving. 

What advice would you give trainers starting out? 

I can only speak from my experience, but I would recommend that any 
trainer develop themself with advanced driving courses. There are 
different styles of advanced systems that all have merit and will improve 
any driver. Also, spend time with other trainers and ask questions if you’re 
not sure of something, as it’s always good to learn from the experience of 
others. I was with a trainer once that coined the phrase “We don’t know 
what we don’t know.”
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If I am taking a full licence holder who has been 
driving for 30+ years to a standards check, 
which would be the best way to address the 
“additional person in the back” without sounding 
condescending to the driver?

When taking an experienced driver on a Standards 
Check who is used to driving different types of vehicles, 
you could discuss handling differences, e.g. braking, 
accelerating, and cornering, especially if you are using 
a different car to what they normally drive in. This is 
where you can make the comparison and ask them 
what measures they would take to accommodate these 
differences, e.g. checking tyre pressures.

Q

AOne of my pupils asked me a question regarding 
travelling with dogs in the car. Is it acceptable 
to have a dog sitting in the front seat of a car 
bearing in mind the vehicle she will be driving will 
be a smart car? 

The Highway Code states in Rule 57 When in a vehicle 
make sure dogs or other animals are suitably restrained 
so they cannot distract you while you are driving or 
injure you, or themselves, if you stop quickly. A seat belt 
harness, pet carrier, dog cage or dog guard are ways of 
restraining animals in cars.
So long as her dog is suitably restrained using one the 
above methods, there is no reason why the passenger 
seat cannot be used.

I am currently training a PDI whose 2 year period 
ends in Mid September, however he has his part 
3 test booked for mid October.. He has applied 
for another trainee licence to take him up to his 
Part 3 test but this test is after the 2 year period. 
The DVSA have verbally told him he can continue 
to Instruct up to his exam. Is he allowed to 
continue beyond the 2 year period?

A PDI must book their final part 3 before their part 1 
expires, which he has done in this case but I cannot 
confirm that he will be granted another trainee licence 
to complete his training, as this is done on a case-by-
case basis, so basically, if his part 3 test is booked,  he 
can take it even if he doesn’t have a trainee licence.
Please note that the system will not allow a PDI to move 
a test if it booked beyond the part 1 pass and may need 
to be aware of the now delayed implementation of the 
new part 3 test.

How will the DVSA use the TomTom Start 52 
to record test routes for the 20 minutes of 
independent driving? 

The DVSA will be using the record feature on the Start 
52. Once all the different routes at each test centre have 
been recorded onto a ‘master sat nav’, these routes can 
then be transferred onto all other sat navs using a micro 
sim card. 
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DVSA announce delay to Part 3 changes
 DVSA has announced that the implementation of the new assessment 
has been delayed and the promised deadline will be missed.

The Government Legal Department confirmed it was unlikely that the 
final deadline would be met to lay the changes in Parliament to meet the 
implementation date of 2 October.

DVSA has now taken the decision to delay the implementation date.
The agency is hoping that the change will still happen later in October.
PDIs who have a part 3 test booked in the first 2 weeks of October 

will be contacted by DVSA. They will be given the option  of postponing 
their test to a later date or keeping their test date and taking the test in 
current format.

The DVSA official blog states the following:
“Since Mark Magee updated you in April on the changes to the ADI 

part 3 test, we’ve been busy preparing for the launch, including training 
our examiners.

 We still need to gain parliamentary approval for the timing of the 
implementation, so the changes won’t be happening on 2 October 2017 
as we previously told you.

The changes will still happen, but we’re aiming for later in October 
as the legislation needs to go before Parliament. We then have to wait 
a minimum of 21 days till we introduce the change. We’ve only had 
confirmation this week that we won’t be able to do this in time to meet 2 
October.

I’ll let you know as soon as I can when the changes will be coming in, 
so you can prepare for them.

We’ll contact anyone with an ADI part 3 test booked in the first 2 
weeks of October to let them know what options they have, such as 
postponing their test to a later date.

The ADI part 3 test marking sheet is now available on GOV.UK. I hope 
this helps you better prepare for the new test.”

NASP current Chair Carly Brookfield commented: 
“NASP is disappointed that the implementation of the new Part 3 

assessment has been delayed and that the promised deadline will be 
missed. The lack of notice (with only one month to go to launch) is 
unhelpful to trainers and candidates who have already had to get up to 

speed with these changes in a relatively short timescale. 
“NASP had previously asked DVSA to consider delaying the 

implementation of the changes to the Part 3 on the basis of a lack of 
confidence that the agency was at the point of readiness to resource the 
changes. It is now clear that the agency is not ready for the promised 
launch date.

“Whilst it has been made clear throughout that the launch of the new 
assessment was subject to a regulatory approval process, we were not 
advised until today that this would cause a delay at such a late stage. 

“We have urged DVSA to issue a revised timetable for implementation 
immediately and ensure candidates and trainers have access to clear 
advice and support in terms of rescheduling tests booked for October 
and what their next  steps should be. We will keep you updated.

“It should be noted that this delay will not affect the introduction of 
the new driving test on 4 December as those changes do not require 
parliamentary approval.”

However, they have been in touch with ADI News to update us that all 
PDIs with t However, they have been in touch with ADI News to update 
us that all PDIs with tests booked up to the 13th October should have 
now been contacted to advise them of the issue, and the agency will 
now also contact all those with tests booked up to the 27th October. 

Candidates affected will be offered the options of postponing their 
test to a later date or keeping their current test date and taking the test 
in the current format. They’ll also be advised to speak to their instructor 
trainer to discuss the best option for them. 

All instructor trainers on ORDIT have been contacted using the email 
address DVSA holds for them on Find your Nearest (if you’re an ORDIT 
registered trainer and you have not received any contact from DVSA 
in this regard, we suggest you contact them or check your Find Your 
Nearest listing to ensure they have the right email address for you).

As soon as we receive any further updates on the new go-live date 
we’ll let you know here. ests booked up to the 13th October should have 
now been contacted to advise them of the issue, and the agency will 
now also contact all those with tests booked up to the 27th October. 
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DVSA has also published the new marking scheme and form for the proposed 
new Part 3 assessment.

Go to gov.uk/government/publications/approved-driving-instructor-adi-part-
3-test-report see the new Part 3 test report

Trainers will note that the form is very similar to the Standards Check form 
as the new Part 3  - as expected, given the new assessment is based on the 
Standards Check in order to bring the final stage of the ADI qualifying process 
more into line with how fully licenced ADIs are competency assessed.

DVSA publishes the new 
Part 3 marking form

DVSA warn of 
examiner strike
PCS operational members at the DVSA, including driving 
examiners and vehicle testing staff, are due to be balloted from 
4th September until the 4th of October for industrial action in 
a protracted dispute over travel time arrangements, health and 
safety and other changes to terms and conditions.

DVSA plans to impose a ‘flexible working’ regime giving 
managers the ability to deploy all Ops staff anywhere they 
choose without notice, the reason for the dispute. Staff would be 
expected to travel on these deployments entirely in their own time.

The employers proposals effectively mean workers could be 
required to work the equivalent of an extra day per week for free.

The issue stems from 2015 where talks involving PCS and the 
employer still persist, with PCS claiming that the DVSA and the 
Department for Transport still refuses to resolve the outstanding 
issues.

A full report on the PCS website is available.
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Driving test changes: who it affects
As you know, the driving test in England, Scotland and Wales will change later this year.

From 4 December, all car driving tests will follow the new format. This includes if:
•  Your pupil fails a test before then, and retakes their test from 4 December 2017
•  Your pupil’s test is cancelled or moved for any reason, and their new test date is from 4 

December 2017
DVSA have allowed you to share information about how the changes will work with your pupils.
You can also read all about the changes on the agency’s blog posts.
Impact of the changes to the test
Today, DVSA have published the Transport Research Laboratory’s evaluation of how the 

changes impact learning to drive, test performance and post-test driving, based on the trials held 
in 2015 and 2016.

Read the full report on GOV.UK

DVSA releases new videos to
help learners prepare for driving 
test changes
With less than 3 months to go to until the driving test changes, the Driver and Vehicle Standards 
Agency (DVSA) has today (13 September 2017) published new videos about the updated ‘show 
me, tell me’ driving test questions. You can:

watch the ‘tell me’ questions video
watch the ‘show me’ questions video
During the test, examiners ask candidates two vehicle safety questions - these are known as 

the ‘show me, tell me’ questions. Currently, both questions are asked at the start of the test, but 
from 4 December 2017, candidates will have to carry out the ‘show me’ question while they are 
driving. DVSA Chief Driving Examiner, Lesley Young, said: “DVSA’s priority is to help you through 
a lifetime of safe driving.

“Asking a ‘show me’ question while driving will be valuable preparation for real life driving.  
“With less than 3 months to go until the driving test changes, it’s important that learner drivers 

work with their driving instructor to make sure they can operate the in car-controls safely whilst 
they’re driving. Combined with practice with an instructor, these new official videos will help you 
learn the skills you need to do these tasks.”  The two new videos released by DVSA show how 
to carry out these basic safety tasks. They will prepare new drivers for regularly carrying them out 
after they have passed their test, helping them keep their vehicle safe to drive all-year-round.

In the new test, the examiner will ask the ‘tell me’ question (where the candidate explains 
how they would carry out a safety check) at the start of their test, before they start driving. 
They include things like explaining how they would check the oil levels for the engine or how to 
check the tyres are legal and safe. Then later in the test, the candidate will be asked a ‘show 
me’ question while they are driving - for example, showing how to wash the windscreen and 
operate the wipers.  The questions test whether candidates can carry out the sort of everyday 
basic safety tasks drivers need to be able to do while driving. The agency has also updated its 
‘DVSA official guide to learning to drive’ book to include all the new elements of the practical 
test. This edition will be available to buy from 18 September 2017, from the DIA store, or most 
online or high street bookshops. Chair of the steering group for national approved driving 
instructor associations (NASP), Carly Brookfield, said: “Whilst in-car, on the road practice with a 
professional driver trainer is an important part of delivering safer drivers for life to our busy roads, 
we also recommend the use of supplementary learning resources such as ‘how-to’ videos from 
authoritative sources in driver education.  “DVSA’s new ‘show me, tell me’ and other recent videos 
highlighting key developments to the practical driving test are a really helpful resource for learners 
- not only in preparing them for the new test, but also for a life time of safe driving.”

A video showing how the full test will work from 4 December 2017 is available, which can be 
seen below. If a candidate loses, control of the car whilst answering the ‘show me’ question it will 
result in a serious or dangerous fault, meaning the candidate fails the test.

A ‘driving fault’ will be incurred by the candidate if they answer both the ‘show me’ and the ‘tell 
me’ questions incorrectly. 

The four changes to the driving test are: 
 ■Increasing the independent driving part of the test to 20 minutes
 ■Most candidates will be asked to follow directions from a sat nav
 ■Changing the reversing manoeuvres that are tested
 ■ Answering a vehicle safety question while driving

More information about the changes is available.
The official DVSA guide to learning to drive book can be bought at the DIA store.

Drivers warned 
to heed French
emissions 
restrictions
Only a third of UK drivers are aware of the 
new emissions regulations that can ban 
vehicles from entering built-up areas in 
France, new data from RAC reports.

A number of cities in France including 
Paris, Grenoble and Lyon now operate the 
Crit’Air scheme, which applies restrictions for 
certain vehicles during peak times. 

The Crit’Air scheme requires all vehicles 
entering particular locations – including those 
arriving from the UK – to display a ‘vignette’ 
or sticker that shows how polluting it is based 
on its Euro emissions category. 

A green sticker is issued to the cleanest 
vehicles, whilst the dirtiest that still qualify for 
the scheme get a dark grey one. Cities and 
towns can then choose to restrict access 
only to those vehicles that are displaying 
particular stickers, in an attempt to improve 
local air quality.  Restrictions are given to 
those who do not qualify for any sticker.

 RAC has warned that up to a third of 
motorists heading from the UK to France are 
currently not familiar with the regulations.

Rod Dennis, RAC European Breakdown 
spokesman, encourages all British drivers 
taking their vehicles to France to apply now 
for a Crit’Air sticker via the official French 
Government websites, which has an English 
language option. According to reports in 
France, already almost 50,000 UK drivers 
have applied. Rod Dennis says that “only time 
will tell” how effective the French scheme 
will prove, but that it’s vital anyone heading 
there knows it is expanding. He explains that 
drivers only need apply once for their sticker, 
which stays with the vehicle, so anyone 
planning a trip should simply apply now. He 
said: “It’s also important to remember that 
France is in effect operating two different 
types of emission control schemes, both of 
which rely on vehicles displaying a Crit’Air 
sticker. Paris and Grenoble have started 
operating permanent schemes that apply 
to particular times during the week, while 
others such as Lyon and Lille currently only 
use emergency schemes – giving the cities 
power to ban vehicles when pollution is 
expected to reach a certain level.

 “But we expect as time moves on that an 
increasing number of towns and cities will 
probably opt for permanent schemes.

“Drivers should ensure they apply only 
via the official French government website 
as the RAC is aware of a number of third 
party websites that sell the same sticker for 
substantially more money. A scan (or photo) 
of the car’s registration form will need to be 
uploaded, and it will also be necessary to 
check the Euro emissions category of the 
vehicle.”
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Government seeks to limit
congestion from roadworks
Local authorities could be given the power the charge utility companies by the hour for carrying 
out works on roadworks along congested routes in a bit to cut congestion.

According to the Department for Transport (DfT) which outlined the plans on Saturday (2 
September), trials in London and Kent have already seen severe congestion by utility works fall by 
more than half. Currently most local authorities use permit schemes to monitor roadworks, but the 
new proposals to charge companies for lane rental would give them extra powers.

It is estimated that the current 2.5 million roadworks carried out on UK roads costs the 
economy an additional £4 billion from lost productivity, delays, and rising business costs.

Transport secretary Chris Grayling said: “These proposals would give councils greater powers 
to ensure utility companies avoid carrying out works at the busiest times on the most popular 
routes.

“This would not only improve journeys and cut congestion but also save business from the 
increased costs they incur as a result of traffic on our roads.”

Edmund King, president of the AA said: “Drivers are always baffled that the water company will 
dig a hole and fill it, only for it to be opened up again by their broadband provider weeks later. 
We hope that collaboration and cooperative work plans between service providers will now be 
standard practice.

“One issue that we hope is resolved with lane rental is making sure that whoever digs up the 
road returns it back in a good state. It wouldn’t be acceptable for the road to be patched up 
quickly and poorly, just to try and keep within their rental period.”

Leon Daniels of Transport for London, said: “We’re delighted about these plans to extend the 
lane rental scheme nationally.

“It has been a resounding success in the capital, with the amount of severe disruption caused 
by badly-managed or poorly-timed roadworks more than halved.”

THAT PASSES YOUR TEST
With over 20 years experience we understand your needs as a busy instructor. Whether 
you are a PDI or ADI, our exclusive insurance solution offers comprehensive motor cover.

•  Excellent discounts for claim free
driving & qualifications

•  Business or pleasure use for any driver
•  Dual-controlled courtesy car available*
•  Negligent tuition liability cover

as standard

•  Banned driver & off-highway young 
driver cover

•  Parts and repairs guaranteed for 3 years*
• Competitive monthly instalments 

Arthur J. Gallagher Insurance Brokers Limited is authorised and regulated by the  
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered Office: Spectrum Building, 7thFloor, 55 
Blythswood Street, Glasgow, G2 7AT. Registered in Scotland.  
Company Number: SC108909.

*  Subject to an approved 
repairer being used. 

Contro
Dua

INSTRUCTOR INSURANCE

T: 0800 612 3656
www.dual-control.com 
Please contact us if you would like a copy 
of the full policy terms and conditions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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A Driving Instructors 
Association Service

*(Subject to terms and conditions- see website for details)
DIA Insurance is a trading name of Quotemetoday.co.uk LLP which is authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority (Ref: 485972)

01227 285550
diainsurance.co.uk

Specialist driving school cover from the 
DIA’s only authorised and approved brokerDIA’s only authorised and approved broker

Training car insurance 
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Ford announces £2,000 
scrappage scheme for 
pre-2010 cars
Ford is the latest car company to launch an incentive for UK consumers 
to trade in cars over seven years old, by offering £2,000 off some new 
models.

The manufacturer is offering owners of older cars cash incentives to 
encourage them to trade in their more polluting vehicles.

Ford said all of the part-exchanged vehicles will be scrapped, having 
an immediate effect on air quality.

Campaigners said it was a step in the right direction but the 
government had to do more.

Where Ford’s scheme differs to the ones proposed by the German car 
manufacturers is that it encompasses both petrol and diesel cars - while 
the other schemes strictly focus on the latter.

Drivers have been encouraged to act quickly as the scheme is only 
running for a finite period of time.

To qualify for the scheme you must register a new car between 
September 1st and December 31st 2017.

 Ford is offering drivers £2,000 off the price of a new car valued from 
over £12,000, but is offering motorists the chance to combine this deal 
with other offers and discounts they are offering. 

Speaking on the BBC’s Today programme, Andy Barratt, chairman 
and managing director of Ford of Britain, said its scrappage scheme “is 
part of a journey” to improve air quality.

“We have some pretty large incentives here, up to £7,000 if you have 
a commercial transit vehicle,” he said.

“We’re the only scheme open to commercials. It is part of a journey.
“Air quality is a much bigger debate and getting older vehicles off the 

road is part of that.
“New technology, such as plug-in hybrids etc, are all part of that 

longer journey we need to work together.”
He denied it was simply a ploy to sell more cars.
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Uber to lose its license to operate in London
Uber’s licence to operate in London won’t be renewed because its practices endanger public safety and security, the local regulator said Friday, in a 
blow to a company already facing big questions over its corporate culture. Transport for London says the company, whose app is used by 3.5 million 
passengers and 40,000 drivers in London, isn’t “fit and proper” to hold a licence to operate a private-hire vehicle service.

“All companies in London must play by the rules and adhere to the high standards we expect – particularly when it comes to the safety of 
customers,” London mayor Sadiq Khan said in a statement supporting the decision. He added: “Providing an innovative service must not be at the 
expense of customer safety and security.”

Uber has already moved to appeal the decision, which will allow the company to operate in the city until the process is concluded. Uber’s chief 
executive, Dara Khosrowshahi, wrote to staff on Friday confirming that the company would appeal against the ruling. He said he disagreed with the 
decision but it was based on past behaviour. “The truth is that there is a high cost to a bad reputation,” he wrote. “It really matters what people think of 
us, especially in a global business like ours.

“It’s critical that we act with integrity in everything we do, and learn how to be a better partner to every city we operate in. That doesn’t mean 
abandoning our principles – we will vigorously appeal TfL’s decision – but rather building trust through our actions and our behaviour. “In doing so, we 
will show that Uber is not just a really great product, but a really great company that is meaningfully contributing to society, beyond its business and its 
bottom line.”

Uber, founded in 2010 in San Francisco, has often faced opposition as it expanded. Taxi drivers complain that Uber drivers don’t have to comply 
with the same licensing standards, giving the ride-hailing service an unfair advantage and placing the public at risk. The company, which provides 
a smartphone application that connects passengers with drivers who work as independent contractors, argues it isn’t a traditional transportation 
company. In its decision, Transport for London singled out Uber’s approach to reporting serious criminal offences and how it conducts background 
checks on drivers. TfL also took issue with Uber’s explanation of software that could be used to block regulators from gaining full access to the app 
and “prevent officials from undertaking regulatory or law enforcement duties.” Police in London accused Uber last month of not reporting a sexual 
assault by a driver on a passenger, allowing the driver to strike again.  Metropolitan Police Inspector Neil Billany suggested in a letter that the company 
was putting concerns for its reputation over public safety.

At the time, Uber said it was surprised by the letter and that it had a good working relationship with the police. Uber’s chief executive will meet 
London’s transport comissioner, in an attempt to win back its licence. 

Theresa May has criticised Transport for London’s decision not to renew Uber’s operating licence in London as “disporportionate”, in a step that will 
hamper the transport body’s efforts to wring concessions from the ride-hailing service.
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KEITH HALSTEAD 
TOP 10 MISTAKES TO AVOID
WITH YOUR TAX RETURN

HMRC HAVE ISSUED GUIDANCE ON COMMON 
MISTAKES THAT PEOPLE MAKE IN PREPARING 
AND SUBMITTING THEIR TAX RETURN. WE’VE 
INCLUDED SOME OF THESE BELOW AS WELL AS 
SOME SPECIFIC ONES WE COME ACROSS WITH 
ADIs 
The clock is ticking with just weeks to go to file your 
tax return if you want to file a paper return and if you 
want the Revenue to calculate your tax liability. Those 
who have an agent to prepare their return will have the 
agent completing their tax calculation and, under these 
circumstances, they have until 31 January 2018 to file a 
return.

It is estimated that almost six million of the 11 million 
or so people in Britain required to fill in a tax return leave 
their submission to a very late stage. This is in spite of the 
digital advances made and the ease with which it is now 
possible to file online. The tardiness of the tax-paying 
population puts pressure on agents and HMRC alike. 
It is one of the reasons that HMRC have been moving 
towards the project known as Making Tax Digital, which 
is likely to involve much more regular returns and regular 
tax payments, bringing self-employed people more into 
line with employed people who have tax deducted each 
month (or week) from their salary. 

Completing a tax return is one of those tasks that is 
easy to put off, but it needn’t be grim if you deal with 
it in a timely manner. In fact, once you have signed up 
for online filing, the whole process needn’t be complex. 
But it is highly advisable for most ADIs that the services 
of an accountant are used.  The one area for ADIs that 
is complex is accounting for the tax implications of 
purchasing a vehicle, and an accountant or tax agent can 
help in filing an accurate return. If you simply lease your 
vehicle, your tax affairs are unlikely to be that complex. 
But it is still easy to trip up, due to carelessness, not 
being organised enough, or lack of knowledge. Here are 
possibly the 10 most common mistakes for ADIs to avoid, 
some of which are taken from HMRC’s own intelligence 
on the subject (but not the first one!):-
• Believing that the taxman is always right – HMRC have 
very stretched resources. Their calculations and oversight 
of the millions of tax returns they have to deal with can 
only be dealt with by adopting a mechanical approach 
without much checking and reviewing. Accordingly, they 
regularly make errors. 
• If you fill out an online form yourself, be careful entering 
the numbers – it’s easy to transpose them.
• Make sure you meet the deadline. If you want to prepare 
a paper tax return it has to be submitted before the end 
of October. Online tax returns can be submitted by 31 
January following the end of a tax year, but if you opt for 

Keith Halstead MA 
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driving instructors. He 
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DIA Tax Service for 
members. 
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this deadline you have to complete the tax calculations 
and enter your tax liability in the appropriate box. 
• Not employing an accountant to assist with your return 
is a false economy. The above point alone makes it 
very difficult for ADIs to complete their own tax return 
with a deadline date of 31 January. Even if you opt for a 
paper return, filing by 31 October, the complications of 
calculating capital allowances on owned vehicles, makes 
it impossible for most ADIs to ensure an accurate return. 
Most competent accountants will in any case save you 
money.
• Not including Gift Aid payments you have made to 
charities. Some ADIs will often receive a nil tax liability 
because of the generous capital allowances they can 
claim on a purchased vehicle. But if you have donated 
money to charity and the charity has recovered tax on 
that money, which happens with a Gift Aid donation, you 
are due to pay such tax back to the Revenue.
• Take account of any Class 1 national insurance 
contributions that you have paid on any employment 
income you have received. If you have paid Class 1 
national insurance, this could affect the amount you have 
to pay for Class 2 and Class 4 national insurance in 
respect of your self-employed earnings. 
• Claim any losses you are entitled to. A loss on your self-
employed earnings can be used against other income. If 
not used up, unused losses can be carried forward for 
relief against profits in future years. But some ADIs forget 
about the losses they can carry forward because they 
have never kept a proper record of them. 
• Missing out the interest on any of your bank or building 
society accounts. The Revenue now have the facility 
to obtain bank interest details direct from banks, and 
it is easy for them to spot any interest which has been 
excluded from your return.  
• Don’t miss out on the ability to transfer personal 
allowance between spouses. The so called “Marriage 
Allowance” lets you transfer £1,150 of your Personal 
Allowance to your husband, wife or civil partner - if they 
earn more than you. This reduces their tax by up to £230 
in the tax year (6 April to 5 April the next year). To benefit 
as a couple, you (as the lower earner) must have an 
income of £11,500 or less. You can backdate your claim 
to include any tax year since 5 April 2015 that you were 
eligible for Marriage Allowance.
• If you own a rental property, don’t forget to declare the 
rental profit on your tax return. Even when you are making 
rental losses, you should still declare these because the 
accumulated losses can be carried forward and relieved 
against rental profits in future years. 
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HE SENTENCING OF rogue cyclist 
Charlie Alliston this month is almost 
a perfect example of the challenges 
we face as a road safety community in 
terms of recognising our responsibility 
for risk. Mr Alliston was travelling at 
18mph on a road illegal fixed-wheel 

track bike with no front brakes before he crashed into 
44-year-old Kim Briggs as she crossed a street in 
London, in February last year. Ms Briggs was left with 
catastrophic head injuries, which she later died from. 
This case - and another which I will refer to in a moment 
– present us with a useful snapshot of attitude to risk by 
road users, and who we deem responsible for that risk. 

With seemingly no sense of irony, responsibility or self 
awareness Mr Alliston has stated “It’s not my fault people 
either think they are invincible or have zero respect for 
cyclists,” in amongst a spree of rants in court and on 
social media that none of this was his fault. Mr Alliston 
is indicative of the road user who clearly thinks they are 
invincible, which is why they perceive little risk in how 
they use the road, abdicating responsibility to other 
people when it all goes wrong. And it is the attitudes and 
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T
actions of people like Charlie Alliston which mean the 
cycling community is at times treated, unfairly, with little 
respect. 

The presiding judge in this case also highlighted 
another key issue surrounding the recognition and 
perception of risk in such tragic road traffic accidents. In 
sentencing Wendy Joseph QC said that Alliston showed 
‘no remorse’, adding: “I have seen only self interested 
fear.” In this, she directly echoes a view that DIA fed into 
a Ministry of Justice review on sentencing in cases of 
dangerous driving last year where we put forward the 
view that sentences needed to be harsher for death or 
injury by dangerous driving as causing death to another 
human being was clearly not perceived enough of a ‘risk’ 
or impact to the driver to deter them from fatal actions - 
but perhaps losing their own liberty for a longer period 
would be. 

Charlie may be the absolute extreme example of the 
lack of recognition and rating of – and responsibility - for 
risk some road users have, but in a smaller and every 
day way many other road users do feel someone has 
to look out for them and manage their risk - and not the 
other way round. In this same case, for example – the 
argument was made that Ms Briggs was also in some 
way guilty of abdicating her responsibility for risk when 
she herself stepped out into the road with a mobile 
phone clamped to her ear and no awareness of the 
threat hurtling towards her. 

The theme of recognising where risk and responsibility 
lies in road traffic accidents is echoed in the case of 
another tragic cycling accident which concluded this 
month in London. You can absolutely see how easily 
important risk and causation factors are dismissed 
by road users in this story where the fact the cyclist 
was not wearing a helmet is cited as the main factor 
in the cyclist’s tragic death, but the fact she’d drunk 4 
glasses of wine, two cocktails and was taking selfies as 
she biked home from a party was dismissed as almost 
incidental.            

Recognising where risk lies is a major factor in road 
safety education, but encouraging us all to accept and 
manage our risks and bear more responsibility for them 
is equally crucial. 

“Mr Alliston is indicative of 
the road user who clearly 
thinks they are invincible, 

which is why they perceive 
little risk in how they use the 

road”
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BT…SOME FIND it a struggle when 
they first start. I often get asked the 
question: “What do beginners find the 
most difficult part of the CBT?” I think 
it has to be split into two separate 
areas, off road and on road. They are, of 
course, linked in many ways.

Off road, in Element C
I find the most common areas of difficulty are; clutch 
control moving off, slow control, looking down while 
moving off and balance. These are the basic core skills 
required during Element C, and are a precursor to the 
more onerous exercises like gear changing, stopping 
in an emergency, figure of eight, U-turns and OSM/
PSL. It is vital that the core skills are achieved, even if a 
disproportionate amount of time is allocated to them, or 
the rest of the exercises become very time consuming, 
if not, impossible. When down-training instructors I 
put great emphasis on the core skills, as some new 
instructors tend to find time management difficult in the 
early stages.

On road, in Element E.
Observation, cancelling indicators and inappropriate 
speed (slow) seem to be the main difficulties, but not 
exclusively. These are the issues that carry the most 
risk and should be carried out in “nursery” areas where 
possible. Often the geographical location makes this 
more difficult. As an ADI I can drive my customer to 
such an area, a luxury I don’t have as a bike instructor. 
The observation skills are being built upon from the 
OSM exercise in Element C. Encouraging the customer 
to cancel indicators can be done in many ways, from 
anecdotes to repeating acronyms such as COSS 
(Cancel signal- Observation- Set your Speed). Out of 
the constraints of the ATB’s training pad encouraging the 
rider to get to an appropriate speed without them getting 
out of their depth takes patience. Building confidence 
can take time.

Customers tend to find Elements A, B and D a bit 
easier, as there is less psychomotor function within them.

CBT in a day can be a steep learning curve. Some 
ATB’s get around the problem in different ways. I know 
of some who offer free taster lessons to work on clutch 
control and moving off and stopping. Others offer a low 
price return fee for those who fail to meet the standard to 
issue the DL196, and have to return to complete the rest 
of the elements required. Of course some charge the full 
fee and expect the customer to repeat the whole CBT 
from element A to E.

Unlike ADI’s, having a number of customers of 
varying ability at the same time becomes more of a time 
management issue for the instructor. It’s a balancing 
act getting those with the ability through and giving 
those who struggle value for money and enough time to 
practice.

It is, for some, quite a task to meet the required 
standard in one day. As an ADI I can’t imagine handing 
over my car keys to a customer, sticking a couple of L 
plates on and allowing them to drive off alone after six 
or seven hours of training (inclusive of the non riding 
elements of CBT).
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“Unlike ADIs, having a 
number of customers of 

varying ability at the same 
time becomes more of a time 

management issue for the 
instructor”
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UK’s safest roads. You see lots of new drivers driving far 
too slowly on motorways or not knowing how to join the 
main carriageway which is dangerous. Chris Grayling, 
the Transport Secretary, said: “Younger drivers are up to 
seven times more likely to be killed or seriously injured 
compared with drivers over twenty-five and lack of 
experience is an important factor.

“Allowing learners to drive on motorways in a 
supportive environment will help them develop a practical 
understanding of how to use motorways safely before 
driving independently.” The Government consulted on the 
change earlier this year having announced its intention at 
the end of 2016 to lift the ban. Another issue in the news 
recently which probably wouldn’t inspire confidence 
of new drivers on motorways is the Government’s 
announcement of a trial for platooning of three semi-
driverless lorries.

It is right to instigate further off-road research rather 
than immediately starting a pilot on the M6, as originally 
intended and indeed downsize to a maximum of three 
trucks rather than ten. We all want to promote fuel 
efficiency and reduced congestion but we are not yet 
convinced that lorry platooning on UK motorways is 
the way to go about it. We have some of the busiest 
motorways in Europe with many more exits and entries. 
Platooning may work on the miles of deserted freeways in 
Arizona or Nevada but this is not America.  

A platoon of just three HGVs can obscure road signs 
from drivers in the outside lanes and potentially make 
access to entries or exits difficult for other drivers. Even a 
three-truck platoon is longer than half a Premier League 
football pitch. On the new SMART motorways, without 
hard shoulders, lay-bys are every 1.5 miles. A driver in 
trouble may encounter difficulties trying to get into a lay-
by if it is blocked by a platoon of trucks going past. We 
trust that the research will look at all these issues. There 
may be a case in the future for platooning late at night 
when motorways are less congested but it would appear 
there are still obstacles to overcome before it could be 
used during the day. For the sake of younger drivers let’s 
hope they can get in some hours on motorways before 
having to manoeuvre past platoons.

OTORWAYS HAVE BEEN in the news 
recently. A dreadful crash on the M1 
near Milton Keynes in August led to the 
deaths of eight people and a lorry driver 
charged with, amongst other things, 
drink driving. Ironically if this had been 
a train or plane crash the coverage 

and calls for public inquiries would have been more 
widespread and louder. We are almost accustomed and 
desensitised to hearing about road deaths. We should 
be doing more to promote Vision Zero as no single death 
on our roads is acceptable and the vast majority are 
avoidable. Yet despite this, motorways, per mile travelled, 
are our safest roads. That said the first time a new driver 
ventures onto a motorway can be extremely daunting.

This is why we welcome the announcement (again) 
that learner drivers will be able to have lessons on 
motorways after ministers pledged to lift a ban in a bid to 
improve road safety. The change will come into effect in 
2018 when the drivers will be allowed onto motorways 
for the first time as long as they are accompanied by an 
approved instructor in a dual control car.

It is hoped giving drivers more experience before 
they pass their test will improve safety and help reduce 
the practice of middle lane hogging. Explaining to 
people which lane they should be in could help reduce 
congestion because slower drivers would know not 
to block the outside lanes. If people use motorways 
properly it would free up capacity. If people are hogging 
the middle lane you are losing one third of the motorway. 
Teaching people about lane discipline should free up 
that capacity. Better lane discipline should also lead 
to less tail-gating as more drivers use the appropriate 
lanes rather than ‘blocking’ lanes. It is hoped giving 
drivers more experience before they pass their test is 
lead to safer drivers after they have passed the test. The 
ban on learners driving on the motorway until after they 
have passed their test means that for many their first 
experience of using the roads is as a new driver and 
often on their own. As a result, many may be unaware of 
rules relating to lane discipline, set out in the Highway 
Code, which state that motorists should always drive 
in the left-hand lane when the road ahead is clear. 
Meanwhile, if you are overtaking slower-moving vehicles 
you should return to the left-hand lane as soon as you 
are safely past. AA research suggested that 13,000 
drivers a day plan their route to avoid motorways, many 
out of fear, despite the fact that statistically they are the 
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IKE MOST OF you, I’ve always 
thought that it was important for me 
to cover all types of roads with learner 
drivers and would make sure that, after 
passing their test, as many as possible 
had the opportunity to take advantage 
of a motorway lesson. By this point they 

had covered lots of dual carriageways, slip roads and 
multi-lane situations and I found, once they were on the 
motorway, that most took to it easily. Like most of you, 
I personally feel it’s a good thing to bring in motorway 
lessons, provided we, as trainers, ensure that the learner 
is at a competent standard to manage it both physically 
and mentally. Many drivers will not drive on a motorway 
because they have a perception of them as being scary 
or dangerous; but that is not the reality. Motorways are 
statistically our safest roads. A lot of hazards where 
drivers are most vulnerable, such as junctions and bends 
have, mostly, been engineered out of motorway systems.  
Motorways are mostly fairly straight with good visibility, 
and junctions tend to be miles apart, with slip roads to 
give us plenty of time and space to plan our approach. 
Learner drivers should be taught and prepared to drive 
on any type of road as most, unfortunately, will not go 
on to do any further training after they pass their test. 
It should be completely appropriate, then, to train all 
learners on them, providing we do as much as possible 
to keep it safe. So what, during motorway training, should 
we include to help the next generation of drivers continue 
to play a part in making our roads safer? The first thing 
to tackle is the junction. A short look at the flow of traffic 
on the motorway before getting on to it can save a lot 
of time. No one wants to get stuck in a traffic jam. Once 
on the slip road, the driver then needs confidence to 
look for space to join and match their speed with the 
flow of traffic on the motorway. Which lane of the slip 
road should you choose, though? The first lane provides 
plenty of space to plan but the second lane means you 
can see and be seen earlier! There are times when one 
is preferable to the other. There are many different types 
of motorway: two, three, four lane motorways; motorways 
with and without hard shoulders; smart motorways, and 
single carriageway motorways (the magnificent A38(M) 
in Birmingham). The only thing that defines a motorway is 
the motorway regulation sign and blue information signs. 
The number of lanes can be used to our advantage. The 
purpose of lanes isn’t just to overtake; they can provide 
space to keep out of danger, they are our escape routes. 

The most vulnerable place you can be on a motorway is 
near anyone else. Many drivers tell me time and again 
that they get fed up with people cutting in front and 
having to brake. This wouldn’t happen if they had left 
plenty of space in front of them. We have to remember 
that everyone has to change lanes at some point, so why 
not leave space for it? It makes no difference to your 
journey time whether you are one second behind the 
car in front (which is far too close) or three. However, 
with more space comes better visibility and more time to 
react to problems further down the motorway: the queue 
that’s backing up on the slip road; the tailgater braking; 
the merging junction; the kid throwing something off a 
bridge; the gradient, and the line of lorries that are about 
to try and overtake each other!  Let’s discuss lorries. If 
you can see lorries close to each other, the evidence 
is there - the likelihood is that at least one of them will 
probably want to overtake the others, so which lane 
should you choose if you are catching them? Lanes 
three or four, where possible, give everyone space to 
manoeuvre without coming into conflict with each other. 
Drivers need to realise that driving at the side of a lorry is 
a dangerous place to be as there are blind spots, a tyre 
could blow out, or a crosswind could make the vehicle 
weave.

As with any vehicle, never sit along side them. If you 
are around other vehicles, the safest place is to remain at 
angles (remaining in the next lane and positioned slightly 
behind or in front of other vehicles). Should a vehicle 
then weave into your lane, they won’t hit you, as you are 
positioned out of the way. Drivers need to plan to move 
their vehicle out early enough to keep the flow; make 
lane changes smooth, and to have escape routes ahead 
and to the sides of them available should a driver try to 
pull out. Plans A and B. Plans A and B are particularly 
important in traffic jams and slip roads. Being at the back 
of a traffic jam on a motorway or queue on a slip road is 
a vulnerable place to be.  Space, as ever, is the key to 
escape. Having room to change lanes if someone hasn’t 
identified the queue in time, gives the driver a place to 
escape to, potentially avoiding a rear end shunt. Should 
a rear end shunt still happen, enough space will mean 
that there shouldn’t be subsequent crashes. Holding 
back might even keep you more visible if, for example, 
the lights on the slip road are on the other side of a bend. 
Training drivers to look up ahead, and create, keep and 
use space to plan early, will help continue to make our 
motorways one of the safest roads in the world.
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DVSA’S JOHN SHERIDAN OFFERS A LOOK INTO THE 
CHANGES MADE TO THE ADI QAULIFICATION PROCESS 
AND OLIVIA BALDOCK-WARD EXPLORES THE IMPACT THE 
CHANGES WILL HAVE ON ADIS
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MPROVEMENTS TO THE ADI PART 2 AND PART 3 TESTS 

DVSA has a five-year strategy to help people stay safe on Britain’s roads. This 
includes, helping people through a lifetime of safe driving, helping you keep your 
vehicle safe to drive and protecting you from unsafe drivers and vehicles.

Wrapped up in the strategy is the raising of training and testing standards, 
which will provide those using our roads with the skills and understanding so that everyone plays a 
key role in contributing to road safety as a whole.

With the introduction of a new car driving test due to go live on the 4 December, it was deemed 
the right time to align that change with the ADI qualifying process. DVSA has worked closely with 
NASP to ensure the instruction industry has been fully involved in the proposal of the introduction 
of a new ADI Part 3 test.

The current Part 3 has served us well but is in need of modernisation to reflect the challenges 
we all face each day on our roads. There are other disadvantages with the current test, such as it’s 
restrictive, being reliant on the role-play of an examiner and most importantly, it does not align with 
DVSA’s National Standard for Driver and Rider Training of using a client-centred approach. So the 
decision was made to introduce a New ADI Part 3 test to reflect and address the challenges and 
raise standards.

The ORDIT and the ADI training industry were consulted on the initiative to establish what 
training packages they had in place and to canvas their thoughts. DVSA held two ORDIT 
workshops earlier in the year again to inform and capture ideas from those actively involved in 
training. The consensus overall was that the time was right to modify and align the ADI Part 3 test 
on instructional ability.

Trainers across the UK have now changed their methods of training from teaching the ‘what’ to 
teach, to helping PDI’s acquire the skills needed for ‘how’ to teach. A complete shift away from 
pre-set tests, which contributes to raising the standard of PDI training, and the standard of those 
PDI’s who qualify to become an ADI.

In the new ADI Part 3, a PDI will attend for the new test having covered the full syllabus for car 
and light van and acquired the skills necessary to deliver a bespoke one hour client-centred lesson 
specifically tailored for the needs of their pupil. They will also have responsibility for planning the 
best use of the area and managing risk and applying the appropriate teaching method. Hugely 
challenging as you can appreciate and a sound understanding of role 6 in the National Standard 
for Driver and Rider Training will be crucial.

ADI trainers will be accountable for the quality of the PDI being presented for test, and will be 
encouraged to accompany them on the test itself. Our examiners will be capturing whether; 

• the PDI has attended with a logbook/workbook-evidencing progress
• if on a trainee licence, is the trainer ORDIT registered?
• did the trainer accompany the PDI on test?

All of which will be valuable management information to enable DVSA to quality control the 
test and provide support to those trainers in need of development. This in itself will encourage 
ownership and raise standards.

The reason being, PDI’s who go on to become ADI’s will be expected to teach those skills 
needed to be safe and responsible. 

THE NEW ADI PART 2 

The new ADI Part 2 test will include:
 
• three ‘Tell me’ and two ‘Show me’ (which will be done on the move and will include a show 

me question relating to the use of cruise control if fitted)
• emergency stop will be carried out in one in three tests
• two manoeuvres selected at random from the list of: reverse park on road or into a bay. 

Drive into a bay and reverse out either to left or right. Pull up on the right and reverse a 
couple of car lengths

• 20 minutes of independent driving, either following sat nav or traffic signs
• an angle start, two normal stops plus an uphill and downhill start.
 
 

The assessment remains the same as does the duration of about an hour. The aim is to move away 
from testing in housing estates and focus on a wider range of roads, in particular on rural roads 
where the majority of 17-25 year old have accidents.

With change comes excitement. Excitement because of new challenges, and it has been no 
different for DVSA. We have worked closely with NASP who have been instrumental in this test 
coming to fruition. DVSA has designed a new assessment form, updated the guidance and advice 
both internally and externally, and upskilled the ADI examiner resource. So yes, exciting.

The new ADI Part 3 test will be more representative of real life teaching, and will help people  
through a lifetime of safer driving.

JOHN SHERIDAN - DVSA DRIVER TRAINING POLICY MANAGER

I
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So here we are on the cusp of the new ADI 
Part 3. To quote John Sheridan from the DVSA 
in his feature: “With change comes excitement. 
Excitement because of new challenges.” But is 
this the case amongst the ADI community? The 
DVSA have made a decision to update the ADI 
Part 3 after many years. Is this a case of ‘it ain’t 
broke so don’t fix it’ and have they meddled 
with something that didn’t need meddling 
with? Or is the current Part 3 outdated and 
increasingly unfit for purpose? 

Evolution is something that we cannot stop. 
Over the years it has been responsible for cars 
and transport, the way we change our lifestyles 
and habits, and even the way we were taught 
in school. Go back 60 years where getting the 
cane in school was seen as means of suitable 
and appropriate punishment for children that 
misbehaved in the classroom. Go back even to 
the 80s where reciting the times table together 
as a class rote-style was commonplace. Wind 
forward a few years to today, and we are 
seeing e-learning, cloud-based applications 
and high tech school equipment. All adding 
to a richer learning culture for pupils catering 
more for their individual  educational learning 
needs. 

We have all been a part of learning where for 
some reason, what is being taught is not jelling 
with us. We can’t seem to get to grips with 
it. So what’s the first thing we do? Point the 
finger at ourselves – usually. The destructive 
thoughts then start filling our heads telling us 
that maybe this is too hard for us and we can’t 
learn this. So our anxiety level creeps up a few 

notches. Then we question our own ability 
once again. We lose motivation to be there and 
start missing sessions. Before we know it we 
are back to square one again. More confident 
people will ask questions of the tutor when 
they first feel like they are unclear on something 
and so won’t go through this destructive cycle. 
Some cultures it is believed to be rude to ask 
questions or challenge the tutor as after all, 
they know best. But this is simply a percetion 
barrier that must be removed in order for each 
and every one of us to flourish as learners and 
grow into who we are going to be or do. 

When I took my Part 3 I didn’t like the 3-1 
training that was sometimes arranged, but I 
enjoyed 2-1 as the time was split between two 
people more equally than three, and you could 
compare your own progress against a peer. 
Speaking to other ADIs who recall their Part 3 
training, some had similar views, while some 
ADIs had only 1-2-1 training, so they never 
got the chance to compare their performance 
against one of their peers. This was good, as 
they had more individual time with the trainer, 
but the niggling question they always had was 
‘how am I doing compared to ...?’ Getting 
feedback from your trainer is crucial – at all 
stages of learning and all stages of each 
lesson I will add, not just at the end of each 
session as it can sometimes be restricted to 
this – but other forms of feedback from peers 
and other people are sometimes of equal value 
for different reasons. So where is this going 
with the new Part 3? 

The new Part 3 is a different ballgame from 

the point of view that instead of focusing on 
what to teach where for example, an ADI may 
typically say ‘today we are going to cover X 
and Y and by the end of this session, you 
should be able to do X on your own and be 
more confident with Y’, it looks at how to 
teach. During any faults that may arise, the 
Part 3 teaches trainee instructors to Identify, 
Analyse and Remedy (IAR), otherwise known 
as the core competencies. So for example, 
‘you bumped the rear wheel over the kerb on 
that last left emerge from the junction. You did 
this because you turned the steering wheel 
too much to the left before you stopped. Let’s 
go around again and next time, I’ll prompt 
you when and how much to turn the wheels 
before you stop at the give way.’ I know this 
is an over-simplistic example, but you get my 
point. Where is the value in learning for the 
learner and how much is the learner taking part 
if you take this example literally? Lots of now 
qualified ADIs were told to train in this way 
many years ago, and at the time, it got results 
this side of, and including, the test. But what 
comes afterwards is what we have had to 
steel ourselves to examine with the high crash 
rate amongst newly qualified drivers. Could 
this type of tuition have played a part in these 
statistics?

The how to teach is the shift here as this 
now encompasses all of the client centred 
learning techniques and approaches that has 
been emerging since 2014 when we saw the 
Check Test change to the Standards Check. 
The changes hit some ADIs a little like a 
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ton of bricks where they didn’t know what to 
expect from the new assessment, what they 
were supposed to do, and what on earth is 
‘ciient centred learning’ when its at home? 
This is the point to make. We were all brought 
up on the what to teach system, and so when 
the DVSA wanted to see ADIs demonstrate 
competence with how to teach, unsurprisingly, 
it created a few questions. 

Looking back the changes to the Standards 
Check (that will be mirrored with the new Part 
3) encourage learners of any age, ability level 
or background to take on greater ownership of 
their learning and to readdress the balance in 
the car between learner and ADI. It is no longer 
the old fashioned metaphor of the teacher 
up at the front of the class telling the class 
what to do – this being the ADI in a car with 
the pupil. This is a professional relationship 
as equals with both parties (learner and ADI) 
having equal say and respecting each other’s 
points of view. This is modern learning that 
takes into account the differences in people, 
their backgrounds and their learning needs and 
abilities and embraces all of them to create a 
learning environment that suits each person. 

There are many training approaches, or 
tools, an ADI must have. We know some 
of the main ones are teaching/telling/direct 
instruction, coaching where the ADI becomes 
an enabler and moving out of their way when 
they ‘get it’, and a good Q&A technique where 

the skill for ADIs lies with using the right type 
of question at the right time with the right 
person. Types of questions range from open, 
closed, leading, it goes on. Knowing all about 
these training approaches is one thing, but 
knowing when and where to use them is 
another story. That’s the bit we all get stuck 
on in Part 3 training isn’t it? The ‘I know what 
I want to say or ask the pupil, but I can’t think 
of the right words/way to say it’ and by this 
time, you have missd your chance and if you 
ask now, you are in the realms of retrospective 
instruction. Remember that one? Frustrating, 
but we got there. It just takes lots of practice. 

The other factor to consider is 
understanding the person who you are training. 
There are so many ways of doing this – some 
can be done as an initial assessment where 
you chat on the phone, email, text, or maybe 
face to face. You might even give them some 
questions to fill in before the first lesson so you 
can find out as much as you can about how 
they best learn, etc.

There are many ways and one of the most 
reliable ways is observation and listening to 
them over a few lessons as you can start to 
understand what works and doesn’t work. 
From this you can build on what training 
approaches work best for them and what to 
avoid. When you join up your ADI toolkit (your 
training approaches) and your understanding 
of each person you train, that’s when client 

centred learning really takes place and the 
learner has the ideal environment for taking 
on board information and processing it 
and outputting it in a way that suits them. 
Remember – training is what they need and 
how they need it, not about what we decide 
is best all the time as that is only one person’s 
perspective. Those of you reading this that 
have been on our National Standards training 
days will find a level of familiarity with this 
because these important days are centred 
around the National Standards for Driver and 
Rider Training (Role 6) and contain information 
that enables trainers to check themselves 
against the criteria, plus ask questions to 
organisations, such as the DIA, when they 
don’t understand something. If you haven’t 
read this important document yet, it’s about 
time you did, as it is every professionals job to 
keep up to date with changes and dare I say, 
do a little CPD as well? You can find it here 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
national-standard-for-driver-and-rider-training

One more thing. Remember the different 
types of questions we discussed? Have you 
heard about ‘elliptical’ questions? Just for fun, 
and perhaps to squeeze in a little CPD for you, 
see if you can find out what these questions 
are and if you can incorporate them into your 
training approaches! 

OLIVIA BALDOCK-WARD / DIA
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THE MINI COOPER 
3-DOOR HATCH.

THE MINI COOPER 
5 DOOR-HATCH. 

MONTHLY RENTALS FROM £218
(PLUS INITIAL RENTAL*).

MONTHLY RENTALS FROM £219
(PLUS INITIAL RENTAL*)

Driving schools can take a lesson from the MINI Cooper. Its responsive dynamics make it the perfect companion for learner drivers. 
Available now with an initial one month deposit plus VAT. Including Bluetooth, metallic paint and optional integrated navigation. 

Business users only. *Prices exclude VAT at 20%. Prices shown are for a 36 month Contract Hire agreement, with a contract mileage of 20,000 miles. Applies to new vehicles ordered and registered between
4 July 2017 and 30 September 2017 (subject to availability). At the end of your agreement you must return the vehicle and vehicle condition, excess mileage and other charges may be payable. Available subject to status 
to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. The amount of VAT you can reclaim depends on your business VAT status. Terms and conditions apply. Offer may be varied, withdrawn 
or extended at any time. BMW Group Corporate Finance is a trading style of Alphabet (GB) Limited, Alphabet House, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB.
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DVSA OFFER HELPFUL ADVICE WHEN IT COMES TO MAKING THE MOST 
OF YOUR WEBSITE BASED ON FEEDBACK FROM LEARNER  DRIVERS

7 tips for 
driving school 
website

E RECENTLY TOLD you 
that you can add a link to 
your website or Facebook 
page in the ‘find driving 
schools, lessons and 
instructors’ service. It’s a 

really useful way to help potential pupils find 
out more about the services you provide.

And as an added bonus, because of the way 
search engines work, having a government 
website link to your website can help it get 
ranked higher in search results.

For some time now, we’ve been collecting 
feedback from learner drivers who have used 
the service. We want to share what we’ve 
learned, as it might give you some ideas about 
how you can make improvements to your own 
website.

There are also rules that all business 
websites must follow. So we thought it’d be 
useful to pull all this together into one blog 
post for you.

We’re sure that the vast majority of you are 
already well aware of these - but it’s always 
useful to have a reminder.

W

Driving Instructor26
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1. MAKE IT CLEAR IF YOU’RE ‘MANUAL 
OR AUTOMATIC’

One of the most common pieces of feedback 
learner drivers leave is that they want to know 
whether or not you provide lessons in a manual 
or automatic car.

Some have also said that they want to know 
the make and model of the car you use.

We know that the vast majority of your 
websites make this really obvious, so adding a 
link to your website on our service could help 
you get more enquiries from potential pupils.

2. MAKE YOUR PRICES EASY TO FIND

Not at all surprisingly, one of the other most 
common pieces of feedback learner drivers 
leave is that they want to know your lesson 
prices.

If your prices are on your homepage or on 
a ‘prices’ tab on your website’s main menu, 
there’s a good chance people will be able to 
find them quickly.

For everyone’s protection, there are rules 
about the prices businesses advertise - and 
driver training is no exception.

Any information on your website has 
to follow the UK Code of Non-broadcast 
Advertising and Direct & Promotional Marketing 
- sometimes known as the ‘CAP code’.

The code is enforced by the Advertising 
Standards Authority (ASA), who can take 
steps to remove any ads that break the rules, 
or order that they’re changed.

Section 3 of the CAP code covers all the 
rules you must follow on advertising prices. 
You can also read some general advice about 
price claims.

Which brings us neatly on to the next tip.

3. MAKE SURE YOU CAN SUBSTANTIATE YOUR CLAIMS

Advertising claims can be a great way to explain the benefits of your service. But they must be 
legal, decent, honest and truthful.

You must be able to substantiate any claims you make. So if your website includes something 
like “Nottingham’s premier driving school”, you need to have proof to substantiate that claim.

The ASA may regard claims as misleading if you don’t have adequate substantiation.
Section 3 of the CAP code covers all the rules you must follow for claims you make. You can 

also read some general advice about substantiation.

4. STRIKE A POSE AND ADD A PHOTO

We’ve also had feedback from learners saying that they’d like to see photos of you, as it would 
help to reassure them when you turn up for the first lesson.

So if you don’t already have your photo up on your website, it’s something that you might want 
to consider to provide that extra bit of reassurance.

5. SHOW YOUR SUCCESS WITH TESTIMONIALS

On the subject of reassurance, many potential pupils will look at what your previous pupils have 
said. We know that many of you will have a testimonials or review section, or even a hall of fame!

To follow the CAP code, you must have evidence that a testimonial or endorsement is genuine, 
and have contact details for the person who gave it. You must also have that person’s permission 
to use the testimonial.

Section 3 of the CAP code covers all the rules you must follow for testimonials you use. 
You can also read some general advice about testimonials and advice about claims made in 
testimonials.

And remember, if you’re keeping contact details of former pupils featured in testimonials, you’ll 
need to follow the appropriate data protection rules.

If you have a ‘hall of fame’ of past pupils proudly holding their pass certificate, remember to 
make sure that the pupil’s driving licence number on the certificate is obscured.

It’s also worth reminding your pupils about this if they’re planning to post an image on social 
media, too. DVLA issued a warning about young drivers posting photos of their driving licence a 
few years ago.
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6. GET CLEAR ON COOKIES

You’ve probably seen messages on websites 
you visit about ‘cookies’. These are small files 
the website puts onto your computer to store 
some information about your preferences or 
past actions.

But did you know you must tell people if your 
website sets cookies?

The Information Commissioner’s Office 
has published guidance about cookies, and 
how you can make sure you follow a set 
of rules called the ‘Privacy and Electronic 
Communications Regulations’. These sit 
alongside the Data Protection Act.

7. MAKE SURE YOUR WEBSITE 
WORKS ON A MOBILE PHONE

Every week, around 10,000 people are using 
our service to find instructors. And over 40% 
of them use it on their mobile phone.

A mobile-friendly website could be the thing 
that helps a potential pupil get all the way 
through to sending you an enquiry.

Having a mobile-friendly website can help 
you be found more easily, too. Some search 
engines, such as Google, will now rank your 
result lower if the website isn’t mobile-friendly. 
So having a mobile-friendly site can help you 
stay high up in the search results.

You can check if your website is mobile-
friendly using this free tool from Google.

Don’t forget to add your website to your 
profile.

If you haven’t already, you can add your 
website address (or Facebook page) to your 
profile so it appears with your other contact 
details.

All you need to do is update your ADI 
registration details. The system is updated 
every night, so your website link will appear the 
following day.

Our marketing coordinator Francis has 
added to DVSA’s website tips to increase your 

online presence. 
Our Marketing Coordinator Frances Sherlock offers some extra advice for instructors who want to 
increase their online presence.

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Your social media pages are another place to feature your pupil’s success stories and testimonials. 
You can use social media to interact with prospective and current pupils. 

If you don’t already have a Facebook, Twitter or Instagram for your driving school, they are worth 
setting up. These are a great way to extend your online presence to help potential pupils find out 
about you and your driving school. Teenagers spend an ever-increasing amount of time online 
and on social networks, so if they make up your primary target audience, it makes sense to spend 
some time making a profile on the sites they regularly visit. Not to mention it’s free!

Make sure to keep your contact details, website and logos consistent across all online channels, 
so your potential customers can be sure they have the right profile/page.

GET TO KNOW GOOGLE

Add your driving school to Google Business and Google Maps, further increasing your online 
presence and enabling customer reviews. 

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

You might want to invest in setting up Google Adwords or making some social media adverts. 
These are both great ways to drive more potential customers to your website.

To use Google Adwords set up some key search terms for example, ‘driving instructor Crawley,’ 
so your site is shown as an advert in Google pages when somebody searches for those words. 
You pay a small fee when someone clicks on your advert.

You can use Facebook advertising to create adverts that mimic Facebook posts. Focus on the 
success of your pupils and maybe include some promotions every so often. You set a budget of 
what you want to spend and similar to Google Adwords you pay when somebody clicks on your 
advert. You can select the audience to target so that the advert only gets shown to the people who 
meet the criteria you have specified, e.g. 16-19 year-olds, in a specified location.

SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE

Include a blog on your website to share some of your top driving tips and advice, booking tests, 
relevant business updates, helpful revision tool, or anything related. Not only will this add interest 
and personality to your website, generate more visitors (and hopefully pupils) but it can also help 
to improve your search engine ranking. Just make sure to carefully check things like spelling and 
grammar - you don’t want typos putting off prospective pupils. 
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The Association of Driving Instructor Trainers can help
To find a recommended ADIT Trainer or driving school franchise local to you, please visit our website

at: www.ukadit.co.uk or call 0333 772 0642 where an experienced member of staff will be happy to help you

Already an ADI Trainer? Become a member of The Association of Driving Instructor Trainers (ADIT)
For details please email Helen at: info@ukadit.co.uk

FINDING YOUR ROAD TO SUCCESS!

What is ADIT?

The Association of Driving Instructor Trainers (ADIT) is an
association of like-minded, experienced and independent ADI 
Trainers who have come together to provide an industry-leading 
standard of training expertise for ADIs and PDIs

We have members across England, Scotland and Wales

Are you an ADI or PDI looking to:

• Access quality driving instructor training
for parts 1, 2 or 3?

• Join a reputable, well established driving school?
• Develop and grow your own driving school?
• Receive excellent Standards Check training?
• Train your own driving instructors?

Find an ADIT Approved Trainer in Your Region

For ADIs,
PDIs and ADI 

Trainers

For ADIs,
PDIs and ADI 

Trainers

MORE FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
Partners

AN EXTRA £500^ CONTRIBUTION 
FOR DRIVING INSTRUCTORS 

MAKE YOUR 
BUSINESS MORE 

ATTRACTIVE

Upgrade your business with a brand new ADAM or Corsa and bag yourself 
the perfect small car for your students. As we think you’re extra special, on 
top of your Partners offer, we also want to give you a tasty £500^ saving too. 

DRIVING SCHOOLS LOGIN: DRIVING

Official Government Test Environmental Data. Fuel consumption figures mpg (litres/100km) and CO2 emissions (g/km). Vauxhall 
range: Urban: 12.7 (22.3) – 74.3 (3.8), Extra-urban: 23.9 (11.8) – 91.1 (3.1), Combined: 18.0 (15.7) – 85.6 (3.3). CO2 emissions: 373 – 88g/km.#
For Partners Terms and Conditions go to www.partnersprogramme.co.uk/terms-and-conditions. ^£500 customer saving offer subject to availability at participating and qualifying 
Retailers only. Offer applies to ADAM GLAM/SLAM/ROCKS/ROCKS AIR/ENERGISED and Corsa Energy/Limited Edition/SRi/VX-Line/SE models only. Offer only available to eligible 
driving school instructors through Vauxhall Partners. Offer available on new vehicle orders or registrations between 4 July 2017 and 2 October 2017. #Fuel consumption information 
is official government environmental data, tested in accordance with the relevant EU directive. Official EU-regulated test data is provided for comparison purposes and actual 
performance will depend on driving style, road conditions and other non-technical factors. General Motors UK Limited t/a Vauxhall Motors reserves the right to change, amend or 
withdraw this offer at any point in time. Correct at time of going to press 01/09/2017.

To find out more visit: www.partnersprogramme.co.uk/drivingschools 
Call 0344 875 2448 or visit your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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CarFest 
2017
MATT RATHBONE SPENT THE DAY AMONGST 
THE HUGE CROWDS AT ONE OF THE 
LARGEST CAR AND BIKE FESTIVALS OF 
THE YEAR 

AST MONTH WE had 
the pleasure of going to 
the Goodwood Festival of 
Speed, laying our eyes on 
some of the latest vehicles 
set to be released very soon. 

This month we found ourselves in Overton, 
Hampshire to attend this years CarFest South 
festival.

The brain child of Radio 2 breakfast show 
host Chris Evans, CarFest is a family friendly 
festival which combines his love of cars and 
music. The festival focuses on entertainment 
for the whole family with the aim to raise 
money for Children in Need. Taking place a 
month later from CarFest North in Chester, 
CarFest South takes place at Laverstoke Park, 
a large farm owned by former Formula One 
World Drivers’ Champion Jody Sheckter.

Goodwood Festival of Speed is a dream 
event for car enthusiasts to attend, which 
allows you to feast your eyes on car after car 
as you’ll find yourself picking your jaw up from 
the floor. However, if you don’t hold much of 
an interest in cars, you might find CarFest 
has a lot more to offer for you to enjoy. Whilst 
the cars get pride-of-place in the title of the 
event, there is definitely more on offer. The 
track where all highly priced vehicles showed 
off their uniqueness ran through the middle of 
the field, as if to separate the festival into two 
section; cars on the right side, food and the 
main stage on the left.

With plenty of viewing spots to be able to 
watch the cars on show whizz up and down, 
performing donuts and tricks and to be able 
to take a trip down memory line with classic 
cars from all over the world, CarFest South 
was laid out perfectly for the huge crowds 
it attracted to satisfy their love of vehicles 
through the ages.

There was so much more to the event 
than just cars. Music on the main stage, food 
vendors, cooking demonstrations, vintage 
village, steam fair, crafting tents, superhero 
workshops and stunt men performing high 
risk moves flying through the sky on their 
motorbikes. Activities were happening 
everywhere you looked, making CarFest South 
2017 an event for the whole family to enjoy.

CarFest 2017 is a three day extravaganza, 
a plethora of events Friday to Sunday. Since 
2012 CarFest has raised in the region of £7 
million for BBC Children in Need and it’s 
entertained over 300,000 festival-goers.

This year’s theme on the track sprint was 
‘Car-Nations,’ showboating a huge collection 
of the fastest funkiest and futuristic cars from 
each nation. There were over sixty stunning 
cars from the six biggest manufacturing 
nations: Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, 
the USA and Japan. Highlights included Aston 
Martin’s Vulcan representing Britain, a 2004 
Formula One BAR Honda from Japan and a 
1931 US Stock Car.

At the heart of the festivities was the 
CarFest Paddock supported by BP Ultimate 
where you could see all of the incredible 
autos that were in action, as well as exclusive 
interviews with the drivers.

The most exhilarating spot on the track was 
taken by the CarFest Demo Zone supported 

L
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by Hot Wheels. Here offered crazy stunts, 
fast action and the most exhilarating tricks 
you’d ever see. In true Children in Need style 
the Sporting Bears were back. The ‘Bears’ 
were there to assist CarFest visitors who 
wanted the chance to ride the most exclusive 
cars, with every penny made going to charity. 
The cars available to ride were the Ferrari 
California 30, the Lola T70 Spyder and the 
Jaguar X J220. Every ride with the ‘Bears’, as 
they’re affectionately known, raised money 
for Children in Need. Last year they raised a 
whopping £120,000 for the charity, and by 
going on how busy this section of the festival 
was this year could see that figure increase.

CarFest 2017 gave visitors the chance 
to go retro, bringing back the ever popular 
Vintage Village that featured the festival’s 
beloved car clubs, taking CarFest goers back 
in time. We journey’d through the 30s to 
the 70s with the festival’s authentic market 
traders, visited the beauty salon for a vintage 
up-do, and enjoyed an afternoon tea whilst 
watching people learn to swing dance.

The Car Club displays were a centre 
piece to the Vintage Village. A short stroll 
around saw the streets lined with perfectly 
presented cars appropriate to each year, from 
meticulously prepared Morgan’s to pristine 
Porsches. Whilst visiting the Village, CarFest 
visitors were entertained by musicians on the 
Village stage, the re-enactors, dancers, photo 
booth and interactive display.

CarFest South 2017 offered super-cars, 
celebrity cars, classic cars and even charity 
cars such as the one found in Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang, dressed up for the carnival. 
A big part of the festival was the music 
that kept goers entertained throughout the 
evening, with artists such as Deacon Blue, 
Jess Glynne, Olly Murs and Kaiser Chiefs 
performing on the Friday.

CarFest was a great event for all ages and 
interests. Car lovers would love it of course, 
but it’s a great festival to take the whole 
family to, knowing that there is something for 
everyone to enjoy.  
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Time to cast 
your vote
THE DIA DRIVER & RIDER TRAINING AWARDS ARE BACK 
AND FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED 

020 8686 8010 | help@driving.org | www.driving.org

HE DIA NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE is back for 2017 
- as are our popular Driver and 
Rider Training Awards. Combining 
a celebration of ADI achievement 
with a day ram packed with insights 

into the future of driver and rider training, top flight 
speakers and your chance to tell the policy makers 
what you really think on the hot topics in driver training. 
Supported, in addition, by important stakeholders in 
the driver training universe, including DVSA, Highways 
England, major insurance and motor manufacturing 
brands, it’s the professional driver training conference 
of the year! 

This year’s event will take place on Friday 17th 
November at the impressive Wyboston Lakes Hotel and 
Conference Centre in Bedfordshire (located close to 
the A1 and wider motorway network for easy access 

T
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WARDING ACHIEVEMENT IN THE ADI PROFESSION

After a successful (and highly emotional) inaugural Driver and Rider Training Industry Awards 
last year, we’re back and cracking open the nominations and voting for the 2017 awards. 

Never mind an Emmy or an Oscar, you could be in line for DRTA! ADIs have an important and 
valuable role in road safety which just isn’t always recognised or celebrated enough. Historically,  
few wider road safety awards have focused on the important role ADIs play  - so we decided to 
fix that. Last year we launched the Driver and Rider Training Awards – and the first awards of their 
kind in driver education in the UK. 

What makes the DIA Driver and Rider Training Awards so special is they are:
 

• The only driver education and training awards covering open to nominations 
from trainers and providers entries from all licence and vehicle categories – 
from Learner to Fleet, Bike to Bus

• Voted for by peers, pupils and professionals in driver training with a prestigious 
judging panel of driver training and education experts

• Placing those at the chalkface of driver education at the centre of the 
celebration

• A great opportunity for individual ADIs to highlight achievement and best 
practice

• A chance to celebrate individual pupil progress and achievement
• Recognising driver education initiatives which really have an impact
• An opportunity for motoring, insurance and other core driver training product 

providers to promote their brand
• The only professional driver and rider training awards, delivered by the UK’s  

largest professional driver and rider training association.

HOW TO ENTER

If you would like to be considered for an award, 
or would like to nominate a person for any of 
the categories, head to driving.org/conference

AWARD CATEGORIES INCLUDE:

• Pupil Progress Award
• Training Hero Award
• Training School of the Year
• Local Association of the Year
• Driver Education Campaign of the 

Year Award
• Trainers Choice Award - Training Car 

Insurance
• Trainers Choice Award - Young 

Driver Insurance
• Trainers Choice Award - Product of 

the Year
• Trainers Choice - Car of the Year
• Industry Achievement Award

from the North, South and Midlands). The huge 380 acre site offers am award winning spa, leisure 
centre, golf course, stunning lakeland walks, bars, restaurants and even an outdoor activity centre 
and off-road experience! Delegates are welcome to join us from the afternoon before as we’ll be 
holding our Quiz Night in the venue bar on the Thursday evening which is fun and friendly, whether 
you’re flying solo or coming with a team of colleagues. Bed and Breakfast and Dinner Bed and 
Breakfast rates are available as part of a range of conference packages. Visit the Training and 
Events page on Driving.org to find out more and book - but hurry, we’re already over 75% sold!
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LAST YEAR’S WINNERS:

Best Training Car Insurance (sponsored by 
adiNEWS) - Waveney

Best Young/Learner Driver Insurance 
(sponsored by Waveney) – Collingwood

ADI Training Hero (sponsored by 
Collingwood) - Jimmy Ho

Specially Commended (sponsored by 
Driving Test Success) - Rob Tillier

Accelerate Driver Training Pupil Progress - 
Rachel Bomphrey

Car of the Year (sponsored by Q-Park) - 
Hyundai i30

Product of the Year (sponsored by Hitachi) 
- BlackVue Dash Cam

Best in Pupil Progress (sponsored by 
Driving Test Success) - Lieutenant Mark 
Towra

Industry Achievement Award - Lou Walsh

Best Local Association (sponsored by 
LDC) - South East London and Kent 
Driving
Instructors Association

Best Driver Education Initiative Campaign 
(sponsored by Admiral) - British Horse 
Society

Training School 2016 Winner (sponsored 
by Goodyear) - Learning Driver Centre

And even Pudsey gets in on the act….

The DIA National Conference and the 
Driver and Rider Training Awards sponsor 
the Big Learner Relay for Children in Need. 
A percentage of any sponsorship for the 
awards and ticket sales from the conference, 
topped up by DIA, allowed us to contribute 
£1000 to the cause last year. This year we’ll 
be supporting the Big Learner Relay again 
with £5 for every conference ticket sold and 
contributions from any award sponsors and 
exhibitors going to this great cause. 

GET NOMINATING NOW, GET INVOLVED 
IN THE VOTING, 

“All speakers managed to bullet-point some key points of note showing the 
importance of the work the DIA does behind the scenes, as well as inside the 
industry.”

“Really enjoyed it. Full of great content and a good atmosphere.”

“A very valuable experience. I enjoyed the interaction with other ADIs and all 
speakers were very approachable and took people’s comments on board.”

“
“
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£1.96 a day!

90 day cover from just £176.40

Flexible insurance
Pay only for what you need and renew your 
policy when you like.
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Instant cover

3 months’ cover from £176.40 - that’s just 
£1.96 a day!

90 day cover from just £176.40
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Pay only for what you need and renew your 
policy when you like.
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GO WRONG
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policy when you like.
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Top 5 reasons 
ADIs fail their 
standards check
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S MOST YOU will know if you’re signed up to receive our email alerts, I’ve 
taken over from Mark Magee as your Registrar. I’m looking forward to working 
with you all and continuing to make our roads some of the safest in the world.

I joined the Driving Standards Agency (as it was then) in 2004 and have 
worked in Information Assurance, Policy, and Communications before becoming 
Deputy CBT Register Manager in 2012 and taking over as Deputy ADI 

Registrar in 2014.
I wanted to give you some information on why instructors might fail their standards check, so 

you can better prepare yourself for your own standards check.

WORKING TO THE NATIONAL STANDARD

During your standards check, your examiner will be looking for evidence that you meet the national 
standards for driver and rider training.

You’ll be marked on 17 areas of competence that are grouped into 3 categories:
• lesson planning
• risk management
• teaching and learning skills
The 17 areas of competence are listed in the ADI standards check form, which the examiner will 

assess during your check. Look at these before you take your standards check, so you know what 
the examiner will be assessing.

ANALYSING STANDARDS CHECK DATA

The standards check replaced the old ADI check test on 7 April 2014. After it had been running 
for 3 months, we analysed the results to understand which areas most people were failing on, so 
that we could help people focus their training in those areas.

We’ve just repeated this exercise, looking at the results of all standards checks to date (over 
2,000 sets of results!).

38 Driving Instructor
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THE TOP 5 REASONS
Our latest analysis shows the top 5 areas 
where instructors fail to demonstrate 
competence are where they haven’t:

• Adapted the lesson plan, when 
appropriate, to help the pupil work towards 
their learning goals

• Taught the lesson in a style suited to the 
pupil’s learning style and current ability

• Encouraged the pupil to analyse problems 
and take responsibility for their learning

• Given the pupil appropriate and timely 
feedback during the session

• Given enough feedback to help the pupil 
understand any potentially safety-critical 
incidents

LESSON PLANNING
You need to show you can adapt your 

lesson plan, where appropriate, to help your 
pupil work towards their learning goals. 

You shouldn’t stick to a planned lesson 
because the needs of your pupil might change 
throughout the lesson and it’s important you 

can adapt to that.

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
You need to be able to show you can teach 
your pupil in a style that’s suited for them.

This means using methods that work best 
for them. For example, when giving verbal 
directions, your pupil might find it easier if you 
referred to left and right as ‘my side’ or ‘your 
side’. 

It’s important you give your pupil appropriate 
and timely feedback rather than giving it 
all at the end of the lesson. Having regular 
discussions throughout the lesson helps your 
pupil understand what they might have done 
wrong. 

You should encourage your pupil to analyse 
problems and take responsibility for their own 
learning. For example, if your pupil forgot to 
check their blind spot before pulling out, you 
might:

• ask them if they know what they did wrong
• explain why they need to make sure they 

check their blind spots next time

RISK MANAGEMENT
Another area instructors commonly fail on is 
not giving pupils enough feedback on any 
potentially dangerous situations. 

As well as providing your pupil with timely 
and appropriate feedback, it’s important that 
if they make any serious or dangerous faults 
they know what they’ve done and why it’s 
dangerous. 

It’s up to you to make sure they understand 
this, so they don’t make the same mistake 
again.

At the end of the standards check your 
examiner will give you feedback about any 
areas where you need to develop. You can 
refer to the national standard for driver and 
rider training to help you understand what you 
could be doing differently.

If you fail the standards check, the examiner 
will recommend that you seek further 
development from an instructor trainer.
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Survey Feedback

1) Finding an available pupil
2) Choosing subject matter
3) Selecting route

1) Selecting the right pupil
2) Updating knowledge
3) Understanding the scoring criteria

1) Understanding the marking sheet and knowing how to implement it into my Standards 
Check
2) What I needed to say to achieve high marks
3) Planning and structuring lesson to cover all 3 areas on marking sheet

1) Finding a suitable pupil
2) Understanding how the Standards Check worked
3) Planning the lesson

1) Understanding what was being looked for/expected
2) Convincing myself that I could do it & to act naturally
3) Finding a pupil who would behave as normal during it

WHAT WERE THE TOP 3 BIGGEST CHALLENGES YOU HAD TO OVERCOME
BEFORE DOING YOUR STANDARDS CHECK?

FROM BOTH YOUR PUPIL AND YOUR 
POINT-OF-VIEW, WHEN SHOULD 
FEEDBACK BE GIVEN DURING A 
LESSON?

When you have pulled over manly, positive 
feedback can be good on the move.

Throughout the lesson in order to 
understand any potential safety critical 
incidents.

Both at the time of the incident AND at a 
later time, as you can’t always stop and 
discuss complicated issues during all 
driving circumstances.

As soon as it’s safe to do so.

Whenever is appropriate - sometimes on 
the move (small things) sometimes when 
stationary (big things). In real life mostly 
done on the move due to difficulty finding 
safe places to stop that are near enough 
to the event.

ON A SCALE OF 1-5 (1 BEING THE LEAST AND 5 BEING THE MOST), HOW
WOULD YOU RATE YOUR ANXIETY LEADING UP TO YOUR STANDARDS CHECK?

1

2

3
4

5

We recently surveyed our members to better 
understand your experiences of the Standards Check
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DO YOU THINK IT WOULD BE A PROBLEM CHANGING THE LESSON PLAN DURING 
YOUR STANDARDS CHECK? PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR THOUGHTS ON THIS.

No problem at all, I have a plan before a lesson (discussed previous week to allow learning 
to flow) but if we have a serious change in weather or road conditions, then we will discuss 
this and, if appropriate, focus on this new area of driving, returning to the original plan next 
lesson.

I think if the lesson plan was going badly, for example if the lesson plan was crossroads and 
all T-junctions were a disaster, it would be better to revert back to T-junctions, so changing 
lesson plan would be a good idea.

I think it’s absolutely fine to change the lesson plan during a Standards Check. Traffic may 
force one to change direction or one may discover a deficit in the pupil’s knowledge that 
needs to be sorted out, or for any other reason.

No, no problem at all. As long as it’s discussed & agreed with the pupil at the beginning of 
the lesson that if there are problems then the problem will be worked on to correct it.

No, I think lessons plans should always be dynamic and open to change to suit the needs of 
the student and any issue the arise on the lesson.

WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THE 
STANDARDS CHECK THAT
YOU NEED TO FURTHER IMPROVE ON?

Not to use the phrase ‘a bit’, as in ‘slow 
down a bit, lift the clutch a bit.’ The 
examiner doesn’t like it although my pupil 
knew exactly what I meant as it had been 
quantified in the past. That felt a bit unfair.

Constantly evaluate my own performance 
and through CPD look for areas I can 
improve.

Don’t try to fit too much in, keep it simple.

Having a way of documenting the clients 
progress from lesson start to lesson end.

I learnt that I shouldn’t forget the basics. 
My pupil stalled because she didn’t have 
enough gas on. I explained she needed 
more, but I didn’t explain how much more.

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ADDITIONAL 
TRAINING COULD YOU HAVE DONE 
THAT WOULD HAVE HELPED WITH THE 
OUTCOME OF YOUR
STANDARDS CHECK?

I think it would have helped me if I had got 
a trainer or even another instructor to sit in 
the back while I did a couple of lessons to 
help get used to having someone watching 
me.

Working with other trainers to understand 
what was expected from me.

Either take a mock test with a trainer 
role-playing a pupil, or have a trainer sit in 
on a lesson (a more real mock Standards 
Check).

I did go on a few courses and read some 
books to check I was on the right track. I 
just feel I need to have more confidence in 
my ability.

I spent time with my trainer, having only 
recently qualified it wasn’t difficult to do 
this, and I have passed on his advice to 
more experienced ADI’s for their benefit. 
I also carried out research so I was as 
prepared as possible.
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FEATURE

Parking on
the rightthe rightthe right
JIM WHALEN DISSECTS THE NEW MANOEUVRE THAT 
WILL BE INTRODUCED INTO THE NEW DRIVING TEST

42
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N MONDAY DECEMBER 
4th 2017 the practical 
driving test will be tweaked 
to include two manoeuvres 
that many drivers carry out 
once they have a full licence. 

Although they are not recommended, as these 
two reversing manoeuvres both contain an 
element of poor visibility, there is a sound 
argument for ensuring drivers can carry them 
out safely as they will be performing them in 
the future. This article will consider one of 
these new elements of the driving test - pulling 
up on the right-hand side of the road and then 
reversing two car lengths before re-joining the 
traffic. At the end of the article the show me 
questions that candidates will be asked while 
the car is moving are outlined.
Rule 239 of the Highway Code gives 
advice relating to parking with one of its 
recommendations being not to park facing 
the traffic flow. When parking on the right-
hand side of the road, especially when close 
to parked cars, the driver’s visibility when 
re-joining the traffic is much worse. Some 
time spent on busy urban road with rows of 
parked cars with some being parked facing the 
traffic flow will show a pupil difficulty that other 

O
drivers are putting themselves through when 
attempting to pull out of a space on the right-
hand side of the road. This will show the pupil 
why this is a developing hazard that needs 
to be anticipated and it is a manoeuvre they 
should avoid on busy roads.
Rule 248 of the Highway Code refers to 
the fact that it is illegal to park on the right-
hand side of road at night, except when in a 
designated parking space or a road where 
all the traffic flows in the same direction 
(The Road Vehicles (Construction and Use) 
Regulations 1986). The logic behind this law 
is that there are no reflectors at the front of 
vehicles to be illuminated by approaching 
traffic making it harder for drivers to spot the 
obstruction. It is a key point to cover on a night 
driving lesson and can be easily shown visually 
by taking a trainee down roads where cars are 
parked both with the traffic flow and against 
it and watching how their headlights pick up 
reflectors at the back of cars much earlier than 
the features of cars that are facing them.
Although not recommended, there are times 
that parking on the right during the day is 
suitable and helpful to other road users. An 
example of this would be a narrow road where 
there are already some cars parked on one 

side of the road. It would be more difficult 
for other drivers, especially those of larger 
vehicles, if parking on the left meant that 
people would have to weave around parked 
cars that are parked on both sides to travel 
along the road. On this type of road parking on 
the right-hand side will make it more straight-
forward for other road users making it less 
likely that your vehicle will be hit. A problem 
that will emerge when first requesting learner 
drivers to move off from the right will be the 
order in which they do their observations. It is 
likely that they will check the right-hand blind 
spot last before moving away from the kerb as 
this is the routine that has become automatic 
for them. A good tactic to slowly introduce 
the differences involved in moving off from the 
right compared to their usual practice of pulling 
away from the kerb on the left-hand side of the 
road would be to start in a one-way street. In 
this situation, you shouldn’t get the problem 
of oncoming traffic, although it is important 
to stress the requirement to check in front to 
ensure there isn’t any drivers coming along the 
street the wrong way and to reinforce the habit 
of checking in front before moving off.
One-way streets are also useful for teaching 
pupils how to parallel park on the right-
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hand side of the road, a manoeuvre that may 
be necessary for them one day as some one-
way roads only allow parking on the right-hand 
side. This is an example of where using the 
terminology of steering towards and away from 
the kerb works better than telling trainees to 
steer left or right. Therefore, the instructions 
for parallel parking should be: steer towards 
the kerb about 1 ½ turns and let the car pivot 
to a 45 degree angle in the road, steer away 
from the kerb 1 ½ turns, go in a straight line 
for a few seconds, and steer quickly away 
from the kerb until full lock is reached. These 
instructions will work for both parking on the 
left and the right and keeps the trainee’s mind 
on the direction the car is going in. 
Once a trainee is getting independent at 
moving off from the right in a one-way street 
or a quiet residential road the next step would 
be to take them to a wider road that carries 
a bit of traffic but is not too busy. Request 
them to move off in a spot where there are 
no parked cars in front so that they can get 
used to judging the traffic flow on both sides 
of the road to assess when it is safe to move 
off. After carrying out this exercise a few times 
introduce the idea of pulling up in front of a car 
when parking on the right. As they are about 
to practice an angle start a couple of recap 
questions should ensure that they remember 
why it is more difficult to move off at an angle 
when compared to having no obstructions in 
front of them. Discuss why it would be easier 
to reverse a little bit before starting to move 
off and what their observations should be 
while reversing. Once satisfied that they are 
clear about what is required they can then be 
requested to practice the manoeuvre with the 
level of help that you have agreed that you will 
give them. Using the approach outlined in this 
and above paragraphs will introduce trainees 
to parking on the right and reversing before 
doing an angle start from the opposite side 
of the road in stages with the difficulty level 
increasing in logical steps. Another change to 
the practical driving test that will be introduced 
in December is the requirement for candidates 
to answer a show me question while the car is 
moving. This seems a sensible move as drivers 
will frequently be operating ancillary controls 
while the car is moving once they have passed 
their tests and it is an example of how training 
should prepare people to be ready for the 
driving task rather than being primed to pass 
a test. A pupil of mine recently told me that a 
friend of hers was taking their test and didn’t 
know how to operate the windscreen wipers 
when it began to rain very heavily and the 
examiner had to tell her how to switch them on 
as the lack of view was becoming dangerous. 
Due to this lack of knowledge she received 
a serious fault – I hope that she changed her 
instructor before continuing to have driving 
lessons, as it is clear she hadn’t been prepared 
to hold a full licence. 

The fifth question, regarding requesting people to show how they would operate the horn, will 
require some judgement. Although it wouldn’t be breaking any laws, if the horn is sounded during 
the test care must be taken that it does not cause any confusion. As with parking on the right, it 
would make sense to build up the level of difficulty with trainees first familiarising themselves with 
the controls while the vehicle is stationary, then under instruction while moving before being asked 
to independently decide when to operate the control. An example of a final goal for these tasks 
would be a pupil independently switching on the demisters before moving off if condensation has 
formed during a briefing, which has taken place while the engine was switched off – this should 
be the case for the vast majority of briefings, as it better for the environment, saves fuel as well as 
engine wear and tear.
It is important that operating ancillary controls should be introduced when it is relevant as the 
pupil will see the sense in the introduction and will be more likely to remember what they’ve been 
told. Explaining all the controls on the first lesson is likely to bore the pupil and they are unlikely 
to remember them all anyway due to the amount of new information usually presented on the first 
lesson. Therefore, they should be added to the trainee’s repertoire in relation to the appropriate 
topic. The table below (Table 1) offers some suggestions.

THE NEW SHOW ME QUESTIONS ARE LISTED BELOW:
1. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you wash and clean the rear windscreen?
2. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you wash and clean the front windscreen?
3. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you’d switch on your dipped headlights?
4. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you’d set the rear demister?
5. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you’d operate the horn?
6. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you’d demist the front windscreen?
7. When it’s safe to do so, can you show me how you’d open and close the side window?
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CONTROL

Rear Windscreen Wash/Wipe

Front Windscreen Wash/Wipe

Dipped Headlights

Rear Demister

Horn

Front Windscreen Demister

Side Window Button or Lever

LESSON TOPIC

Inclement Weather

Pre-drive Checks

Night Driving

When relevant

Signals

When relevant

Signals

SITUATION

While driving in heavy rain at speed

Testing that vehicle screenwash

Introducing driving in the dark - this should also 

include using the main beam on unlit roads

When condensation has formed

Sounding the horn as a warning before going over a 

narrow bridge

When condensation has formed

To practice arm signals

NARROW ROAD 
By parking on the right, the driver of the second parked car on this narrow road has made it easier for other 
road users to drive past.

ONEWAY
As parking is only allowed on the right-hand side of this one-way road it provides an excellent example of
being able to parallel park to the right.
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 Reliable, Consistent Income with Quality Prepaid Pupils
 Over 80% of our customers pre-pay - we collect their fees so you get paid on time, every time. 

 Our Premium Hourly Rate Earns You More
 Learner demand means RED instructors enjoy the best hourly rates in the market.  
 Your learners can use our Road Brain Trainer free of charge, helping them to be safer drivers.

 Outstanding Business Support
 Our Instructor support team are always on hand to help you improve your business.

 Achieve Your Full Potential
 RED instructors can train as Accredited Trainers and move  
 on to join our first-class Instructor Training Team.

Maxi Earnings
MINI Car
Maxi Earnings
MINI Car
Drive your business forward  
in a new, fully maintained 
MINI 5 door Cooper D
with Sat Nav, a combined MPG of  
78.5, and no credit check required.

Customers love RED Driving School  

Read our la
test in

dependent re
views at 
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Your learners will love lessons in  
a truly stylish car, and you’ll benefit from:
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For full details and to find out more:
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or visit reddrivingschool.com/franchise
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JAGUAR XF 
SPORTBRAKE

China’s latest Qashqai rival gets 
put to the test

A practical alternative for Jag 
buyers

Gearbox

Engine size

How many doors 
does the car 
have?

Training category 
– L is for learners, 
F suitable for fleet

Insurance group – 
rated from 1-50

VED band

Fuel consumption 
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List price

Our pick of model 
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Euro NCAP crash 
safety rating

CO2 emissions 
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company scheme

What spare 
wheel comes as 
standard?

Look out throughout Show Me, Tell Me for helpful 
little boxes containing useful information

Our traffic light 
verdicts help guide 
your choice

Have a think

Recommended

Steer clear
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Carly talks drink-driving on 
Good Morning Britain
Our CEO Carly was on Good Morning Britain this 
month, commenting on the high profile case of Sky 
Sports Presenter Kirsty Gallacher’s conviction for 
‘morning after’ drink driving. Discussing the issue 
with presenters Susannah Reid and Piers Morgan 
was a great opportunity to highlight how drinking the 
night before can leave you over the limit the morning 
after. Visit the DIA YouTube channel to watch the 
full video of Carly’s interview (www.youtube.com/
user/drivinginstruction) and see Pier Morgan try 
out our ‘beer googles’ for himself. Want to check 
the recommended hours (based on units of alcohol 
consumed) to leave between drinking and driving? 
Check out this quick online calculator - a useful 
lesson (and possibly a wake up call about the perils 
of ‘Morning After’ driving) for your Learners and full 
licence holder clients! www.morning-after.org.uk

For more information and resources to use with 
your pupils on drink driving issues also visit: www.
drinkaware.co.uk/drink-driving

Say hello to the new 
Nissan Leaf v2.0
EVs still feel relatively new to the public, but 
Nissan have already released a first look at 
the newly designed Leaf. Nissan is promising 
that the new Leaf is at the cutting edge of 
electric car technology. The aerodynamic 
overhaul helps keep the Leaf’s EV range up at 
cruising speeds, as drag has been reduced by 
4% compared with its predecessor and the 
centre of gravity is lower, too. Leaf 2.0 uses 
a 40kWh lithium ion battery cells that occupy 
the same space in the floorplan, connected to 
a motor with a 110kw maximum output. That’s 
equivalent to around 148bhp and 236lb ft of 
torque, with the EV hatch running out of puff 
at 90mph.

Jaguar’s steering wheel 
of the future
Dubbed Sayer, Jaguar is showing off its vision 
of how steering wheels could look in the future. 
Its ‘concept wheel’ is designed to showcase 
how humans will increasingly interact with 
their cars in this digital age. It’ll be featured 
in Jaguar’s Future-Type concept car, a show 
vehicle ‘exploring mobility in 2040 and beyond.’ 
It’s a removable wheel that’ll fit on any Jaguar 
vehicle in the future. The wheel is detachable 
in what Jaguar calls ‘the first voice-activated 
artificial intelligence (AI) steering wheel that will 
be able to carry out hundreds of tasks.’

IN NEWS
MONTH
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BMW Concept Z4
fi rst look
The future of BMW sports cars has arrived. 
The long bonnet is shorter than today’s models 
and extends into a steeply ranked windscreen 
for a sleek, stretched-out profile. A few other 
new adaptions include a vertically stacked 
double-decker headlamps, a pronounced 
shark noose for a panted, dynamic stance and 
slimline rear lamps with a wedge-like angle. 
The new Z4 will share its technology with the 
next-generation Toyota Supra in a strategic 
partnership between both brands.

New Skoda Rapid 
Spaceback set for
2019 release
Skoda’s second-generation Rapid Spaceback 
will be classier, roomier and more tech-
laden. The design will borrow elements from 
the current model but with a curvier, more 
upmarket look. The front-end will sport a 
design that’s distinctly different from other 
Skodas, while the rear will retain the glass 
hatchback of the current car but with a more 
coupe-like roofline. A saloon version is set to 
follow in due course, while a small crossover 
sharing the same platform will arrive in 2019.

New 2018 Bentley 
Continental GT to be 
sportiest yet
The newcomer’s front-end styling incorporates 
elements seen on Bentley’s EXP 10 Speed 6 
sports car concept. Meanwhile, the rear retains 
the Conti’s ‘haunch’ over the wheels, but 
the tail-lights and hatch have a neater, more 
resolved look. The new Bentley boasts 48V 
electrics to help power the active anti-roll bars. 
This technology, called Bentley Dynamic Ride, 
is part of a concerted engineering effort to 
make the latest Conti as much of a sports car 
as it is a grand tourer, giving it handling agility 
alongside long-distance cruising prowess.
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D R I V E  T O G E T H E R
UP TO £3,000 CASH SAVING ON ANY MAZDA2 OR 2017 MAZDA3

An intuitive bond between car and student can make the process of learning to drive smoother and more enjoyable. 
Available on the Mazda Driving School Scheme, both Mazda2 and 2017 Mazda3 offer a dynamic, engaging drive to ensure 
learner and car can work together in complete harmony. What’s more, cutting-edge safety features like Smart City Brake 

Support and Hill Hold Assist provide extra peace of mind. 

With both offering competitive finance rates and cash savings plus exceptional fuel efficiency, which will you choose?

For more information please visit www.mazda.co.uk/drivinginstructor

The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Mazda range: Urban 28.0 (10.1) – 74.3 (3.8). Extra Urban 51.4 (5.5) – 88.3 (3.2). 
Combined 39.2 (7.2) – 83.1 (3.4). CO2  emissions (g/km) 167 – 89.
The mpg figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated test results obtained through laboratory testing. These are provided for comparability purposes only and may not reflect your actual driving results.

Sales to driving instructors only. Subject to availability for vehicles registered between 01.04.17 and 30.06.17. ^£1,750 cash saving on Mazda2 models and £3,000 on 2017 Mazda3 models. ~5.9% APR Representative 
available on all Mazda2 models and all 2017 Mazda3 models on Mazda Conditional Sale and on Mazda Balloon Conditional Sale. T&C apply. Finance subject to status, 18s and over. Guarantee may be required. Mazda Financial 
Services RH1 1SR. Channel Islands excluded. Not available in conjunction with any other offer unless specified. Models shown: Mazda2 115ps Sport Nav, OTR from £16,095.  2017 Mazda3 120ps Sport Nav, OTR from £21,045. 
Mazda2 model shown features optional Soul Red Metallic paint (£660). 2017 Mazda3 model shown features optional Soul Red Metallic Paint (£670). OTR price includes 20% VAT, number plates, delivery, 12 months’ road fund 
licence, first registration fee, 3-year or 60,000 mile warranty and 3 years’ European Roadside Assistance. *The advanced connectivity and entertainment system MZD-Connect is not available on 75ps SE and 75ps SE-L 
models. †Not available on Mazda2 75ps SE and Mazda2 75ps SE-L models and only available on 2017 Mazda3 SE-L Nav models upwards. Details are correct at time of going to print.

Responsive engines and outstanding handling 

Mazda’s MZD-Connect system* for advanced 
connectivity and in-car infotainment

Cutting-edge safety features include Smart City 
Brake Support† and Hill Hold Assist

£1,750^ CASH SAVING
5.9% APR~ REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

M{ZD{ 2

Exceptional performance, fuel efficiency 
and low CO2 emissions

Available in hatchback or Fastback models

Advanced safety features include Smart City 
Brake Support† and Hill Hold Assist

5.9% APR~ REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

£3,000^ CASH SAVING

2017 M{ZD{ 3
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examiners have received extensive training and guidance 
on the use of wheelchairs for the private hire and taxi 
testing provision. Diamond examiners are equipped with 
wheelchairs for tests and these tests can be taken as 
part of the enhanced test (standard taxi test and the 
wheelchair element included) or just the wheelchair test 
itself by contacting Diamond to make the necessary 
arrangements with a local examiner. I have discovered 
that other assessors in the marketplace who are involved 
with wheelchair assessing are not always given the 
correct knowledge and support to assist with this type 
of test.  At Diamond our training expert, Peter Biddle, 
has a wealth of experience when it comes to assessing 
those with diverse needs and Diamond’s wheelchair 
training day gives all our examiners the opportunity to 
get involved. The new Diamond website also has much 
more emphasis on the Diamond membership with 
some excellent benefits and offers for any one with an 
enthusiasm for cars and driving. Some of these offers 
include our comprehensive breakdown recovery, up to 
£6,000 off a new vehicle through Suzuki, money saving 
on fuel, discounted parking plus, regular updates and 
industry changes via our newsletters and magazine. For 
£30 a month you no longer have to do an advanced 
test to join our membership, everyone is welcome to 
join Diamond and take advantage of our unique offers 
and discounts. There are still some areas around the UK 
where we are in need of Diamond trainers and examiners. 
It is always difficult when recruiting, knowing where 
and when the work will come in. The simple answer 
is to have a good selection of Diamond trainers and 
examiners ready to deal with testing as and when the 
need arises. Unfortunately, I do not have a crystal ball 
and I cannot predict where Diamond will be needed next. 
I can however say that in a short time we have seen an 
unprecedented rise in occupational training and testing 
which can only be a good thing. Diamond is therefore 
constantly reviewing and evolving to assist with these 
changes and I want to thank all Diamond examiners and 
trainers for their continued support and feedback in 
helping the brand to grow.

HE LAST FEW months have seen 
some big changes for Diamond and 
this month we have launched our new 
Diamond website and booking system 
at www.advancedmotoring.co.uk.  I 
thought this would be a good time to 
tell you all about some of these new 

changes in more detail and how this may affect you.
The booking system means that our taxi tests can now 

be booked with a provisional day and time preference. 
These changes will ensure that our clients can go back to 
local authorities and/or their employers and taxi firms with 
a date for their advanced taxi test. The system ultimately 
means applicants are one step closer to their taxi or 
private hire licencing application and approval.

We have listened to feedback from both companies 
and applicants alike and a booking system for many has 
been requested to help with local authority application 
processes and taxi licencing. Councils can easily be 
added to our system as and when requested by local 
authorities and our examiners continue to work hard to 
keep up with demand and our promise of initial client 
contact within 48 hours of booking a Diamond test and 
the actual test being conducted within a 5-10 working 
day timeframe.

Diamond advanced and elite tests for cars and 
motorcycles still work in the traditional way, in so much 
as a test can be booked on line and an examiner will 
make contact with the client within a 48 hour period. 
Before taking either of these tests I would always advise 
an applicant to take a Diamond assessment or some 
refresher lessons, with this in mind the Diamond team 
can advise on options and assist in finding the best 
trainer for an individual’s needs and requirements.

As many of you may already know our new website 
www.getintodriving.co.uk will be launched soon and this 
is an additional tool for anybody looking for some post-
test training guidance and help. I suggest all Diamond 
examiners and trainers add their profile details when 
registering at www.getintodriving.co.uk that way clients 
will know how to contact you with all their post-test 
training requirements and possible fleet queries.

Diamond has also seen a growth this month in the 
number of wheelchair tests being booked, particularly 
in the northern regions with taxi companies using 
Diamond to qualify several drivers in one day. Diamond 

T

COMMENT
DIAMOND

Karen is an experienced 
driving instructor and is 
available to help with the 
training – and Diamond-
related – queries of DIA 
members. Karen heads 
up our post-test training 
division, exploring 
how we can help both 
occupational drivers 
and general motorists 
develop their driving

ABOUT THE 
WRITER

KAREN BRANSGROVE 
WE HAVE LAUNCHED OUR NEW 
ONLINE BOOKING SYSTEM

Tweet your thoughts 
@diamondadvanced 
#diamond

Email karenbransgrove@driving.org
Telephone 020 8253 0120

Contact Karen on
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YRES ARE VERY easy 
to take for granted until 
something goes wrong 
with them. Usually they’re 
only going to be of concern 
when it’s time for your car’s 

MoT, and you need enough tread left to pass 
the test. Beyond that, the only time tyres will 
be given attention is when one’s flat, or if there 
is something else amiss, such as a damaged 
sidewall or tread.

If you don’t pay attention to your tyres, then 
you could be wasting cash, as under-inflated 
or worn rubber spoils fuel economy, while 
careless parking or kerb damage can put 
undue stress on a tyre. Worn tyres could also 
be a safety hazard, as worn tyres won’t deliver 
as good grip as new tyres, whether it’s wet or 
dry.

The condition of your tyres is possibly the 
most important aspect of vehicle safety, while 
fuel economy and your car’s handling will 
also be affected by damaged or worn tyres. A 
puncture is one issue to deal with, but tyres 
can lose air pressure over time, so you should 
regularly check that all four tyres on your car 
are inflated to the correct pressure. The correct 
tyre pressures for your car will be in your car’s 
handbook, and it will probably say to check 
them on a weekly basis. However, thi isn’t 
strictly necessary, although no expert would 
advise leaving tyres unchecked for more than 
a month.

Legislation has made it easier to check tyre 
pressures, because since 2014, all new cars 
sold in the EU must come with a tyre-pressure 

T

Tyre pressures and tread 
depths: your safety 
check guide
STAY SAFE AND SAVE MONEY BY CHECKING YOUR CAR TYRE 
PRESSURES AND TREAD WEAR

monitoring system (TPMS). This system uses 
sensors within the car’s wheels that can detect 
a drop in air pressure. This will then flash up a 
warning on the car’s dashboard if it falls below 
a certain level, usually telling you which corner 
is affected. If you’ve bought a new car in the 
last year or two, then it’s likely to come fitted 
with TPMS.

If your car doesn’t have TPMS, you can 
retrofit it with aftermarket kits, and anyway it’s 
easy to check your pressures using a manual 
or digital tyre pressure gauge. You can use 
the equipment provided on garage forecourts, 
although there’s often a small charge, and 
the system may not be the most accurate. 
Either way, the procedure for checking your 
pressures is the same.

How to check your car tyre pressures
Tyre pressure is measured using two units: 

bar (where 1 bar is the pressure of the Earth’s 
atmosphere at sea level) and pounds per 
square inch (shortened to psi). Most gauges 
will display both units, and so will your car’s 
handbook, which lists the recommended 
pressures. Most cars also have a sticker or 
plate on the inside of one of the doorframes or 
on the fuel filler flap with a table of pressures.

To check your pressures, you need to find 
each wheel’s tyre air valve, which is a small 
tube that sticks out of the wheel rim. Each one 
should have a little plastic screw-on cap dust 
cover, which you can easily unscrew by hand. 
Make sure you place it somewhere safe and 
don’t forget to screw it back on tightly when 
you’re finished.

Once the dust cap is off, you can place 

your pressure gauge over the valve, push it 
in slightly and hold it for a few seconds. A 
pressure reading should appear on the gauge’s 
dial or screen.

If any of your tyres aren’t at the correct 
pressure, the machines on garage forecourts 
can be programmed to pump them up – you 
simply input the correct pressure and it does 
the rest. If you’re at home, you can use a 
powered or foot-operated air pump to add air 
to the tyre, then check the pressure again to 
verify you’ve put enough in.

How to check tyre tread depth and condition 
While you’re checking your tyre pressures, 

you should give them a visual inspection as 
well. Look for any nails or other sharp objects 
that may have become stuck in the tread, and 
watch out for any odd-shaped bulges in the 
tread surface or sidewall of the tyre.

If you do spot anything, head to a tyre centre 
or garage straight away, as damaged tyres like 
this can blow out without warning, potentially 
causing you to lose control of your car.

You should also pay close attention to your 
tyre tread depth. The law requires a minimum 
tread depth of 1.6mm in a continuous band 
around the central three quarters of the tyre. 
You can check the tyre’s tread depth with a 
tyre tread depth gauge, but for a quick visual 
check, manufacturers often mould little bars 
into the tread at a height of 1.6mm.

When the main tread blocks wear down to 
the height of the little bars, it’s time for a new 
tyre. Of course, we would always recommend 
changing your tyres well before they reach 
the legal minimum tread depth.

Dual Controls
Fit the Best

He-Man are experts in the design, manufacture and installation of dual controls with 

over 80 years manufacturing experience. The dual controls are “tailor-made” for each 

make and model of car, ensuring the ideal fit and optimum performance. He-Man Dual 

Controls promise quality, safety and value to driving instructors everywhere.

•  Comprehensive range available from stock

•  Utilises as many existing fixing points as possible

•  ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 accredited

•  Over 250,000 units sold worldwide

•  As supplied to the police and other emergency services for training purposes

•  Experienced network of installers across the UK

In-Car Teaching Camera
This He-Man approved in-car teaching camera with wide angle lens is an ideal teaching aid, 

allowing immediate video playback of elements of a driving lesson on a smartphone or tablet.

Android and IOS compatible via a free app.

GPS Display Speedometer
This plug and play speedometer is the ideal solution for a driving instructor. No need to check 

the car’s speedometer when it’s at a difficult angle or obscured by the pupil’s arm - the speed 

is projected onto the passenger side of the windscreen and can be closely aligned to the speed 

shown on the car’s own speedometer.

Contact He-Man on 023 8022 6952
www.he-mandualcontrols.co.uk
He-Man Dual Controls Ltd, Cable Street, Southampton, Hampshire, SO14 5AR

Tailor made to suit most 
popular cars used for driving tuition 
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UK drug driving laws: 
off enders as likely
to be convicted
as drink drivers
AN AVERAGE OF FOUR MOTORISTS A DAY ARE FOUND GUILTY OF DRUG 
DRIVING THANKS TO NEW DRUG DRIVING LAWS INTRODUCED IN 2015

RUG DRIVERS ARE now 
as likely to be found guilty 
as those who drink and 
drive, after new figures 
revealed nearly 1,500 
drivers were convicted of 

drug-driving offences in 2015. 
The new figures come two years after new 

laws were introduced against drug driving in 
the UK. The conviction rate for drug-driving 
offences now stands at 98 per cent, around 
the same as for drink-driving, the Department 
for Transport said. 

According to DfT figures, 1,442 motorists 
were convicted of drug-driving offences 
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D
in 2015. Those convicted can lose their 
licence for at least a year and face fines up 
to £5,000 or even jail. The new laws allowed 
police to use ‘drugalysers’ to test for common 
recreational drugs such as cannabis and 
cocaine on the roadside. They can now also 
test for substances including ecstasy, LSD, 
ketamine and heroin with blood tests at police 
stations without having to gather evidence that 
the driver was impaired, as was previously the 
case.

National Police Chief’s Council spokesman, 
Chief Constable Anthony Bangham said: “This 
change in law has enabled us to prosecute 
thousands more dangerous drivers who may 

have previously escaped detection yet still 
presented a very serious threat to other road 
users,” he said.

“Far too many people still attempt to drive 
under the influence of drugs. We are better 
prepared to catch them than ever before and 
will ensure that they face the full penalty of 
law.” Transport minister Paul Maynard said: 
“ Our tough approach has taken dangerous 
drivers off our roads and is stopping other 
crimes taking place.

“With higher prosecutions and convictions, 
we are delivering on our clear message that 
if you take drugs and drive, you will face the 
consequences.
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WHAT IS THE
PUNISHMENT FOR
DRUG DRIVING?

It’s a similar law to the existing drink driving 
law and policing of it will run alongside regular 
breath tests.

If you’re caught driving while under the 
influence of drugs the punishment is hefty. 
You’ll get a criminal record for a start and a 
driving ban.

Your licence will be taken off you for at least 
a year and the fine for breaking this new law is 
anything up to £5,000.

WHAT DRUGS ARE 
COVERED BY THE LAW 
AND WHAT ARE THE DRUG 
DRIVING LIMITS?

Police officers will be able to screen for 
cannabis and cocaine at the roadside.
Other illegal drugs such as ecstacsy, LSD, 
ketamine and heroin fall under the law, too, 
but tests for these have to be carried out at a 
police station. 

Even if a roadside check is passed, police 
can request a test at a station. 

New devices that can test for a greater 
number of drugs at the roadside will be 
developed in the future, although legal highs 
aren’t detectable yet.

The law also covers use of eight drugs 
commonly associated with medicinal use, 
which are sometimes abused.

They have set higher limits for these drugs 
based on the risk they pose and their common 
use. 

The drugs included are morphine used 
for pain relief, diazepam, clonazepam, 
flunitrazepam, lorazepam, oxazepam and 
temazepam for anxiety or insomnia and 
methadone used to treat drug addictions. 

Amphetamine used to treat attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and Parkinson’s 
disease is also planned to be included within 
the offence shortly, subject to Parliamentary 
approval.

DRUG-DRIVING: WHAT THE 
FIGURES SAY

Previous research conducted by THINK! 
reveals  20 per cent of people know someone 
who has driven after taking illegal drugs. 

Almost half of those surveyed said as a 
passenger, they would not feel comfortable 
asking a driver if they were under the influence 
of illegal drugs.

Of those who admitted to driving under the 
influence of illegal drugs, 55 per cent said 
they did so because they felt safe to drive 
while 60 per cent revealed they had previously 
driven a car when they were unsure if they 
were still under the influence of illegal drugs. 
Dr Kim Wolff, reader in addiction science at 
King’s College London and an advisor for the 
government drug drive policy, said:
“It is worrying to note that so many drug drivers 
said they felt safe to drive after taking illegal 
drugs. 

“Illegal drugs seriously impair skills required 
to drive safely, such as reaction time and 
decision making.

In many cases those who take certain illegal 
drugs believe that they are safe to drive, but 
are in fact putting themselves and others 
at risk.”

?
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FORD FOCUS IN traditional 
petrol or diesel guise is one 
of the best-handling and most 
fun to drive family hatchbacks 
around. Sadly, the conver-

sion to battery power does nothing for driver 
engagement, and the Focus Electric feels 
stodgy and stiffl y sprung in comparison. 
There’s less boot space too, as the batteries 
take up quite a lot of room.

The model is quiet and refi ned though, and 
once you’ve got past the high purchase price 
it’s going to cost peanuts to run. Watch out 
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FORD FOCUS ELECTRIC THE FORD FOCUS ELECTRIC IS
CHEAP TO RUN, BUT NOT MUCH FUN. IT’S NOT AS PRACTICAL
AS A REGULAR FOCUS EITHER

Focusing on the future

driving

A

1.3 LT VCDi A 6 5 99 L£12,585 74.3Aveo

Alfa Romeo Chic Italian an acquired taste – reliability woes a thing of the past (hopefully)alfaromeo.co.uk

Audi Premium comes at a premium, but A1 is a classy little effort.audi.co.uk

BMW BMW a strong brand, but 1 Series packaging makes it a tough sellbmw.co.uk

Chevrolet Budget brand reminds you that you get what you pay forchevrolet.co.uk

TwinAir Sprint A 9 3 98 L£14,150 67.3Mito

1.2 TFSI SE C 9 5 118 L£14,410 55.4A1

1.4 TFSI SE D 16 5 123 F£19,825 53.3A3

116d ED A 15 5 99 F£21,095 74.31 Series

for swingeing depreciation or, better still, let 
your company buy the car and take the hit, 
while you enjoy the considerable tax benefi ts 
of a zero-emissions rated motoring.

The all-electric Ford Focus has been on 
sale in the UK since 2013, but you might eas-
ily have missed it.

 Apart from large Electric badges on the 
front doors and rear hatchback, the only other 
obvious giveaway is the circular fl ap on the 
front wing that lifts to reveal the car’s charg-
ing plug – and the absence of a fuel fi ller fl ap 
on the rear fl ank.

The Focus Electric is essentially a regular 
hatchback converted to an electric power-
train, which puts it at something of a disad-
vantage to some rivals such as the Renault 
Zoe, Nissan Leaf and BMW i3, all of which 
were developed from scratch around their 
electric drivetrains. It has more in common 
with other electric ‘conversions’, including 
the VW e-Golf  and the Kia Soul EV, both of 
which use a regular production model as their 
starting point.

The Focus Electric has its motor and single 
speed transmission located under the bon-
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Engine, performance and drive 

Interior, design and technology

Practicality, comfort and boot space

Reliability and safety

Six-speed manual

Five

£33,470

G-I

1.6-litre 4cyl diesel

44.1-57.6mpg

Score

Stats

1.0i VTR+ A 4 5 99 L£9,795 65.7C1

Citroen New DS-branded cars are really worth a lookcitroen.co.uk

Fiat Style over substance masks occasional genuine highlightfiat.co.uk

DStyle e-HDi A 15 3 98 L£15,280 76.3DS3

Easy 0.9 TwinAir A 8 5 99 L£10,750 67.3Panda

1.2 S C 6 3 113 L£11,360 58.9500

Dacia Unashamedly budget branddacia.co.uk

Laureate 1.5 dCi D 11 5 130 L£12,995 56.5Duster

Laureate 1.2 16v E 11 2 137 L£7,995 47.9Sandero

net, and 300kgs of lithium ion battery under 
the rear seats, gobbling up boot space. The 
batteries are liquid cooled in an effort to 
maximise effi ciency and battery life.

There’s an on-board regenerative braking 
system that captures up to 90 per cent of the 
energy lost to friction when braking, recycling 
it back into the battery to further optimise 
range.

The battery-powered Focus gets a unique 
set of digital instruments, and one of its 
features is a ‘brake coach’ display that shows 
how much energy you’re capturing, and can 
help maximise range with most effi cient use 
of the stop  pedal.

Otherwise, the Focus Electric will feel 
pretty familiar to regular Focus models from 
the perspective of the driver’s seat.

To help justify its impressively high price-
tag, the model comes with a kit list that’s 
pretty loaded, and on a par with the Focus 
Titanium.

That means you get a high performance 
Sony DAB sound system, and Ford SYNC 
3 with an 8-inch touchscreen, 17-inch alloy 
wheels, keyless-go, dual zone climate control, 
cruise control, leather trimmed steering wheel 
and sports-style seats.

Engines, performance
and drive
The Focus Electric has a decent turn of ac-
celeration, but it’s not as much fun to drive as 
regular models

The standard petrol or diesel Ford Focus 
is an engaging car to drive, with a neatly 
balanced chassis, responsive steering and 
a sense of lively agility that’s backed up by 
suspension that offers a composed and 
supple ride. In fact, it’s a class-leader, and 
owners switching to the electric model may 
feel justifi ably disappointed that a lot of that 
fi nesse has been lost in translation.

The primary problem is the considerable 
weight of the battery packs at the rear of the 
car, which has necessitated the addition of 
signifi cantly stiffer springing. It means the 
Focus is noticeably fi rmer over bumps, and an 
enthusiastic driver will always be conscious 
of that extra weight at the rear.

The fun is further dampened by brakes that 
feel grabby and awkward especially around 
town, which is an unwelcome side-effect of 

the energy regeneration system.
On the positive side, for drivers who are 

unimpressed by the regular Focus models’ 
dynamic advantages, the electric car’s cabin 
is whisper-quiet and remains calm and re-
laxed all the way up to motorway speeds. 

ENGINES
The Focus Electric’s powertrain has recently 
been upgraded to maintain competitive-
ness – or at least the batteries have. The car 
now comes with batteries rated at 33.5kWh, 
which is a worthwhile upgrade over the 
previous 23kWh set-up and increases 
maximum range. The upgrade doesn’t affect 
acceleration as the 107kW electric motor 
is unchanged. It’s the equivalent of 143bhp 
in petrol or diesel terms, and coupled with 
250Nm of torque it gives the electric Focus 
a decent turn of speed off the line. 0-62mph 
comes up in 11.3 seconds, but it feels faster 
due to the instant torque characteristics of 
the electric motor, and there’s enough torque 
to make the steering wheel squirm in your 
hands while the tyres struggle for traction. 
Any excitement tails-off a bit after that, and 
maximum speed is 86mph.
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Honda Practical family cars, slightly staid image for driving instructors honda.co.uk

Hyundai Up-and-coming manufacturer offers some attractive modelshyundai.co.uk

1.2 S-T D 13 5 123 L£12,690 53.3Jazz

1.6 i-DTec SE A 15 5 94 F£19,575 78.5Civic

1.0 Blue A 9 5 99 L£9,345 67.3i10

Zetec 1.0 B 11 5 109 F£17,795 58.9Focus

Zetec 1.0 Eco A 11 5 99 L£14,345 65.7Fiesta

Ford People wonder why Fords are so popular. It’s because they’re (mostly) so goodford.co.uk

Easy 1.3 Multijet A 13 5 90 L£14,000 80.7Punto

driving
MPG, CO2 and running 
costs 
You can drive around for pennies, but a high 
purchase price and serious depreciation is 
the sting in the tail
On a full charge, and in optimal driving condi-
tions, Ford reckons it’s possible to eke 139 
miles out of a fully charged battery following 
the recent upgrades. Of course, conditions 
are rarely optimal, and in winter with head-
lamps, wipers and heater working hard you 
could potentially see that number halved. 
Nonetheless, with the cost of an overnight 
charge coming out at little more than £2, 
we’d not expect to hear too many complaints 
about running costs. CO2 emissions from 
the vehicle itself are zero, and as an ‘early 
adopter’ the additional load you’re placing on 
the national grid will be marginal.

There are plenty of other advantages of 
course, including free road tax and exemption 
from the London congestion charge, and zero 
emissions mean big savings for company car 
drivers too. The £31,625 Focus Electric will 
cost a 20 per cent taxpayer £569 annually 
as opposed to £1,332 for the £26,630 2.0 
TDCi Focus Titanium Powershift Auto. For 
40 per cent taxpayers the fi gures are £1,139 
and £2,663 respectively. Unfortunately, aw-
ful predicted depreciation spoils the fun for 
whoever has to buy the vehicle, so while em-
ployees save a packet their employer will end 
up paying thousands more for the privilege of 
a ‘green’ corporate conscience.

INSURANCE GROUPS
The Ford Focus Electric is rated as insurance 
group 20, which is equivalent to the 1.5-litre 
petrol Ecotec-powered Focus. It’s also the 
same insurance group as the VW e-Golf.

DEPRECIATION
Depreciation is a nasty business at the best 
of times, but with the Ford Focus Electric 
you’ll be seeing it at its worst. While drivers of 
regular Focus models might expect their cars 
to retain around a third of their new value af-
ter three years and 30,000 miles of motoring, 
electric hatchbacks and compact cars from 
many manufacturers routinely seem to suffer 

falls that are closer to 20 per cent. When you 
factor in the high purchase price of the Focus 
Electric, the losses can look very painful.

Interior, design and
technology
The Focus Electric is well connected, but 
the onboard technology is not much different 
from standard models While the exterior 
design of the Focus Electric is very similar 
to other models, those in the know will spot 
the unique design of the body-coloured 
front bumper, and also the body-coloured 
rear spoiler. The spec also includes 17-inch 
15-spoke alloy wheels, but they’re a pretty 
standard design compared to some of the 
more overtly ‘aerodynamic’ styles offered 
by competitors. The radiator grille opening 
is standard Focus too, and the only bit of 
EV tech on display is the charging port fl ap. 
When it’s open and plugged in, there are 
four blue LEDs that light up sequentially to 
indicate the level of charge. The lights are 
designed to be visible from a distance, so you 
can keep an eye on progress.

You can order your Focus Electric in one 
of fi ve colours, which are rather restrained 
shades of white, silver or grey, apart from a 
brighter (electric) blue. The interior features 

heavily grooved seat fabrics, and everything 
is in charcoal black. The interior design of 
the car is pretty much standard Focus too, 
although the bespoke instrument cluster is 
designed to deliver the sort of info on energy 
usage, battery charge and range that are so 
vital to planning journeys when driving an 
all-electric vehicle. The main instrument bin-
nacle comprises a central speedometer with 
drive selector mode display, while either side 
there are graphics providing info to help you 
improve your effi ciency. When you’re driving 
to the computer’s satisfaction, there are even 
animated butterfl ies that fl utter around the 
display.

SAT-NAV, STEREO AND INFOTAINMENT
The Focus Electric comes with Ford’s latest 
SYNC 3 infotainment system and an 8-inch 
touchscreen mounted centrally on the dash. 
It’s loaded with features including voice con-
trol that recognises simple phrases like ‘I’m 
hungry’ and searches for local restaurants on 
the sat-nav. There’s also a function that reads 
out your text messages on the move, and the 
system connects via Applink, Apple CarPlay 
and Android Auto. You can also download 
the MyFord Mobile app which allows you to 
view your car’s battery charge and sched-
ule charging to use cheap rate electricity, 
pre-warm the cabin on cold mornings, check 
out your driving effi ciency and fi nd charging 
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1.1 CRDi Blue A 5 5 84 L£11,795 88.3i20

1.4 Active E 7 5 139 F£15,705 47.1i30

1.3 TS C 9 5 115 L£10,995 56.52

Mazda Reliable cars for the brand unconscious: highly underratedmazda.co.uk

1 1.6 CRDi A 12 5 97 F£16,295 76.3Ceed

2 1.0 A 5 5 99 L£9,845 67.3Picanto

1 1.1 CRDi A 3 5 85 L£11,895 88.3Rio

Kia Korean car maker might even be a little bit coolkia.co.uk

1.6D Tamura C 18 5 115 F£17,495 65.73

Engine, performance and drive 

Interior, design and technology

Practicality, comfort and boot space

Reliability and safety

Automatic

Five

£31,680

N/A

N/A

N/A

Score

Stats

stations for journeys you’re planning.

Practicality, comfort
and boot space
The Focus is not the most space effi cient 
hatch, and the Electric version is further 
compromised.

As we’ve mentioned already, the Focus 
wasn’t designed around its battery pack, 
rather they’ve been shoe-horned in later. 
This means you lose quite a lot of the space 
allocated for luggage if you choose the EV 
option. That said, as the interior design and 
packaging of all Focus models is pretty good, 
and because seat comfort is the same for all 
models, it’s unlikely to be the loss of a bit of 
boot space that defi nes whether you can live 
with the Focus Electric.

Far more signifi cant issues for most drivers 
will be the battery range, and the options for 
charging. If you have to leave your car parked 
on the road overnight, plugging in could be 
a serious hassle. Relying on the UK’s limited 
network of public charge points is not cur-
rently a viable option as your main source of 
power, but of course they do come into their 
own if you need to exceed the car’s 140-mile 
range. A public fast-charger should give you 
80 per cent of charge in 30 minutes, but that 
doesn’t allow for waiting times if someone 
is ahead of you. Quite a lot of charge points 
seem to be maintained sporadically too, 
which means out of service units can throw 
a spanner in your carefully plotted navigation 
plans.

SIZE
The Focus Electric is the same size as all 
its sister models – which means 4,391mm 
long, 1,823mm wide and 1,477mm tall. 
That’s pretty much standard fare for the family 
hatchback class.

LEG ROOM, HEAD ROOM & PASSEN-
GER SPACE
The Focus isn’t the best packaged family 
hatchback, and plenty of rivals offer more 
knee and foot space for rear seat passen-
gers. That said, the space is adequate for 

transporting fi ve adults in comfort, and there’s 
room to fi t rear-facing child seats – Isofi x 
mountings are provided for the purpose of 
course.

BOOT
As already mentioned, the battery pack 
reduces the already less-than-competitive 
Focus’s boot from 316 litres to 237 litres. 
That said, the tailgate opens nice and wide so 
access is easy.

Reliability and Safety
The standard Focus has a top crash safety 
score, but reliability is not rated highly by 
owners The standard Focus ranked 51st out 
of 71 cars featured in our 2017 Driver Power 
survey, which isn’t an electrifying score by any 
means. Reliability was ranked below average, 
with nearly eight per cent of owners report-
ing at least one fault within their fi rst year of 
ownership. It’s diffi cult to extrapolate those 
results directly to the Focus Electric, as the 
powertrain and its controlling electronics use 
entirely different technology to the rest of the 

range.
That said, the Focus Electric and its internal 
combustion-powered sister models do share 
items like axles, brakes and suspension, as 
well as much of the electronic systems for 
lights and accessories. The trim and fi t and 
fi nish is identical too. The regular Focus 
model has been crash tested by Euro NCAP 
and performed well, scoring fi ve stars.

There hasn’t been a separate test for the 
Focus Electric, but we’d hope for a simi-
lar level of competency.You can’t however 
upgrade your Focus Electric with latest safety 
assistance systems like autonomous braking 
or lane-keeping – both of which are available 
elsewhere in the Focus range.

WARRANTY
All Ford vehicles come with the manufac-
turer’s standard three-year/60,000 mile 
warranty.

SERVICING
Maintenance costs for the Focus Electric 
should be similar to other Focus models, 
but check with your dealer for details.
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HANGAN IS THE BIGGEST 
global car manufacturer you’ve 
never heard of. The brand is 
more than 100 years old, in 
fact, and in 2016 alone pro-

duced nearly three million vehicles – includ-
ing cars, vans and SUVs.

Most of these are sold in its home market 
of China, but with more than 6,000 service 
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NEW CHANGAN CS55 2017 WE HEAD EAST TO TRY THE NEW CHANGAN 
CS55 SUV - CHINA’S LATEST QASHQAI RIVAL

Entering the SUV market

driving

C
facilities across 60 countries worldwide, 
Changan also has a big presence in South 
America, the Middle East and Russia.

With new research and development 
centres in Italy, the US and even Britain, the 
company is ready to take its next step.

Brand bosses suggest a European launch 
is still up to a decade away, but to see if 
Changan is ready to conquer established 

brands like Citroen, Hyundai, Kia and Renault, 
we took a trip to the fi rm’s headquarters in 
Chongqing for a test drive of its latest model 
– the CS55. At 4.5m long and around 1.86m 
wide, the CS55 is similar in size to the cur-
rent Nissan Qashqai. It’s offered only with 
a 1.5-litre turbo petrol engine, and power is 
sent to the front wheels through a six-speed 
automatic gearbox.

One D 13 3 127 L£13,460 52.3Hatch

Mini New Mini due later this year. Will look the same as the current onemini.co.uk

Nissan Micra not the default choice it once was, facelift promisingnissan.co.uk

Peugeot Has lost its way in recent years, but 208’s got charmpeugeot.co.uk

1.2 DIG-S Visia A 8 5 99 L£11,480 65.7Micra

Allure 1.0 A 3 5 99 L£10,145 65.7107

B180 CDI SE B 15 5 108 F£22,430 64.2B-Class

Mercedes Expensive, but you gets what you pays formercedes-benz.co.uk

A180 SE D 18 5 128 L£20,370 51.4A-Class
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Engine, performance and drive 

Interior, design and technology

Practicality, comfort and boot space

Reliability and safety

Six-speed automatic

Five

£17,000

N/A

1.5-litre 4 cyl turbo 
petrol

38.1mpg

Score

Stats

Climb inside and it’s plusher and better 
equipped than you’d ever imagine a cheap 
Chinese SUV to be. Prices in Changan’s do-
mestic market start at 83,900 Yuan (around 
£10,000), while fl agship variants like the car 
we’re testing here top out at less than £17k.

Save the huge Changan badging on the 
nose, the styling is suitably European. There 
are hints of Land Rover Discovery to its front 
end, while the bold lines, jacked-up stance 
and sharp LED daytime running lights give 
it easily as much kerb appeal as a Renault 
Kadjar.

The 18-inch alloy wheels and optional 
contrast roof offer buyers a welcome degree 
of personalisation, too. Chinese buyers are 
a fi ckle bunch, we’re told, and fashion is 
extremely important.

The cabin’s centrepiece is an eight-inch 
touchscreen, and while the overall perceived 
quality can’t rival an Audi or Mercedes, it’s 
easily on par with any of the Korean brands.

Google is blocked in China, so there is no 
Android Auto or Apple CarPlay functionality, 
but a system called BaiduCarlife will mirror 
your phone’s screen on the central display 
and give you access to maps, contacts and 

Expression+ TCe B 10 5 105 L£12,995 62.7Clio

Seat Struggles to assert itself within the VW group. Sporty imageseat.co.uk

Renault Formerly stylish French car maker showing promise once againrenault.co.uk

Dynamique 1.2 C 9 3 119 L£10,550 55.4Twingo

Expression+ dCi B 16 5 90 F£19,145 80.7Megane

Ecomotive 1.0 A 1 5 95 L£9,625 68.9Mii

S 1.2 TDI A 7 5 92 L£13,935 80.7Ibiza

Active 1.0 VTi A 6 5 99 L£12,495 65.7208

Active e-HDi B 16 5 108 F£18,865 68.9308

music.
It’s Internet-ready, too, allowing access 

to real-time traffi c information. Changan will 
have to come up with a more Euro-centric 
solution if it wants to expand into this region, 
of course.

In the back, the CS55 doesn’t feel as 
cleverly packaged as some of its rivals; a 
Peugeot 3008 is bigger, for example. There’s 
lots of knee room, though, and the lack of 
a transmission tunnel means a fl at fl oor, so 
you’ll be able to fi t three in the rear for short 
journeys. Changan was unable to provide an 
offi cial boot space fi gure, but we’d suggest a 
Qashqai is likely to offer a larger load bay.

On the road, the Chinese preference for 
comfort over handling is immediately evident. 
While the CS55 is more agile than the larger 
CS95, the soft damping and lazy gearbox 
make quick progress diffi cult.

The steering is reasonably direct and 
although there isn’t much feel (even in the 
car’s Sport setting), turn-in is sharp enough. 
Push too hard, however, and the wheels will 
push wide.

A SEAT Ateca defi nitely feels more stable, 
more controllable and more fun.

Still, despite being short on involvement, 
the CS55 is perfectly comfortable. The down-
sized turbo engine is quiet, and at speed the 
biggest issue is road noise from the larger 
wheels. The soft damping means it struggles 
with sharp jolts, but you’ll rarely notice shud-
ders in the cabin.

Don’t think of the CS55 as some kind of 
cheap Chinese knock-off, though. It’s packed 
to the rafters with safety kit, in fact, includ-
ing adaptive cruise control, front collision 
warning, automatic emergency braking and 
six airbags.

Lane-change assist, blind spot monitor-
ing and rear collision warning also feature, 
alongside tyre-pressure monitoring and a 
360-degree parking camera. That’s eas-
ily as comprehensive as any of Changan’s 
European rivals.

Not content with simply matching its 
competitors, the fi rm provides a 10-year, 
260,000km (161,500-mile) warranty that 
looks impressive in any company.

There’s no guarantee that UK cars would 
come with the same policy, of course, but 
this shows considerable confi dence in the 
product.
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N JUST 12 MONTHS, Jaguar’s 
SUV range has expanded from 
zero models to three – with the 
F-Pace selling well, the E-Pace 
on the way and the all-electric 

I-Pace SUV already causing quite a stir.
However, despite claiming they’d never 

build another estate car, the brand’s engi-
neers, designers and marketeers have gener-
ated a business case for this: the second-
generation XF Sportbrake.

It’s based on the existing XF saloon, and 
costs an average of £2,400 more across the 
range. The Sportbrake is designed to offer a 
practical and versatile alternative to those not 
sold on an F-Pace.

From the front it looks like any XF, with 
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JAGUAR XF SPORTBRAKE  STYLISH JAGUAR XF SPORTBRAKE ESTATE 
OFFERS A PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVE FOR JAG BUYERS AVERSE TO SUVS

Welcome to the estate

driving

I
a sharp nose and prominent grille. In fact, 
the cars are identical until you reach the 
B-pillar; where the saloon’s roofl ine tails off, 
the Sportbrake’s stays high and continues 
past the C-pillar to reveal a boxy-yet-sleek 
shape not dissimilar to its predecessor’s. The 
F-Type-inspired rear lights have been adapted 
for the estate, too.

As with any estate car, the most important 
consideration is space. The new XF Sport-
brake has a 565-litre boot with the seats in 
place and 1,700 litres when the rear bench 
is folded fl at. And the word ‘fl at’ is key here; 
the roomy Jag offers a totally fl ush load bay, 
making it simple to slide longer items into the 
back.

Those numbers mean that the new XF 

Sportbrake matches the BMW 5 Series Tour-
ing for outright space, although as ever, the 
Mercedes E-Class is bigger.

Jaguar design studio director Wayne Bur-
gess told us that it’s much easier to design a 
wagon from the outset than to adapt a saloon 
shape to fi t; it’s an issue both he and design 
boss Ian Callum faced with the previous-
generation car.

As a result, the new Sportbrake is sleek, 
stylish and practical, offering plenty of leg and 
headroom in the rear. Handy features such 
as the electric tailgate, tie-down points and 
luggage nets in the boot make this Jag more 
practical than ever before.

It’s business as usual up front, with the 
same well built (if uninspiring) cockpit and 

TR 1.33 VVT-i D 8 5 125 F£17,145 52.3Auris

TR 1.0 VVT-i C 4 5 111 L£12,820 58.9Yaris

Ice 1.0 VVT-i A 3 5 99 L£10,290 65.7Aygo

Toyota Serious image is spot on, but excellent reliability and built to lasttoyota.co.uk

Suzuki What to say? The Swift is an oft-overlooked little gemsuzuki.co.uk

1.2 SZ3 C 9 5 116 L£12,999 56.5Swift

SE 1.2 TSI D 9 5 121 L£12,150 54.3Fabia

Skoda The jokes are on us, Skodas are pretty goodskoda.co.uk

SE 1.0 GreenTech A 1 5 96 L£9,490 68.9Citigo
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Engine, performance and drive 

Interior, design and technology

Practicality, comfort and boot space

Reliability and safety

Eight-speed automatic

Five

£44,600

G-I

2.0-litre

48.7mpg

Score

Stats

dated infotainment screen. The XF still trails 
its rivals when it comes to tech functionality, 
and with no Apple CarPlay or Android Auto 
connectivity, those who regularly use their 
smartphones will fi nd the Jag frustrating. 
Still, there are few scratchy plastics, and the 
(£1,125) panoramic roof looks great.

So has the transition from limo to load-lug-
ger harmed the XF’s fi ne driving dynamics? 
In short, no. The Sportbrake weighs around 
115kg more than the saloon, but you’d be 
hard pressed to notice the difference in 
normal driving.

All cars come with self-levelling air suspen-
sion at the rear, while our model’s adap-
tive dampers worked well, too, offering a 
cushioned ride even though it was fi tted with 
large 20-inch alloy wheels. Flick the suspen-
sion from Normal to Dynamic mode and the 
car fi dgets around a little more, but it rarely 
feels too fi rm.

The standard XF’s sharp steering and tight 
body control remain entirely intact, while the 
strong engine range is lifted across almost 
unchanged.

Our car featured the mid-range 237bhp 
2.0-litre diesel, linked to Jaguar’s all-wheel-
drive system and standard-fi t eight-speed ZF 
gearbox. It feels pretty much as punchy here 
as it does in the saloon (0-62mph takes 6.7 
seconds versus 6.5 seconds in the four-
door), while the transmission swaps cogs 
smoothly. There’s no V6 petrol for the time 
being, but that may change.

Opt for this 25d diesel version and you’ll 
pay the price when it comes to fuel economy 
and emissions. Our Sportbrake should return 
48.7mpg, while a rear-wheel-drive 20d ver-
sion will deliver closer to 60mpg. The BMW 
5 Series Touring is more effi cient across the 
board, however, and the same applies when 
considering company car tax.

At least the XF gets a decent amount of kit. 
All cars from the entry-level Prestige to the 
range-topping First Edition come with sat-
nav, climate control and a powered tailgate, 
while top-spec models feature keyless entry 
and special ‘Windsor’ leather trim. R-Sport 
versions offer the best spec compromise, 
however, with plusher seats, more aggres-
sive bumpers and xenon lights.

Exclusiv 1.2 C 6 5 119 L£13,735 55.4Corsa

Vauxhall Plodding British manufacturer has loyal followingvauxhall.co.uk

D2 SE A 20 5 94 F£21,595 78.5V40

Volvo Semi-premium Swedish brand with great safety imagevolvocars.com/uk

SE 1.4 TSI D 14 5 123 F£19,885 53.3Golf

Match 1.2 D 5 5 128 L£13,540 51.4Polo

Move Bluemotion A 1 5 95 L£10,070 68.9Up

Volkswagen Solid, reliable and German. Expensive too, but probably worth itvolkswagen.co.uk

Exclusiv 1.3 CDTi B 9 5 104 F£19,045 72.4Astra
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SHOP
INSTRUCTOR
SHOP
INSTRUCTOR
SHOP
INSTRUCTOR DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

Appointments and 
Progress Cards

ORDER CODE

2026

£6.13
For all DIA Members
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PRICE

2

Offer ends 31/10/17

ORDER CODE

1022

This comprehensive pack of PC-DVDs contains the full 
question bank for the ADI, car and motorcycle theory 
tests in Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

DIA Members: £9.69

DIA Plus Members: £9.18

DRIVING TEST SUCCESS – ALL TESTS (PC-DVD)

The kit consists of a laminated A4 card 
with diagrams of two corners (a gentle 
curve and a sharp corner) and two die-cut 
cars. The view is shown from the driver’s 
seat with a cut-out overlay of the rear and 
side windows.
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DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

DIA TWILIGHT GOGGLES

DIA Twilight Vision Impairment
Goggles – blood alcohol level .10 – .17

£71.00

ORDER CODE

1037

5

3

THE OFFICIAL DVSA THEORY
TEST FOR CAR DRIVERS

Essential reading for all learner drives and instructors 
wanting to get to grips with the latest theory test 
changes.

DIA Plus Members: £13.49
DIA Members: £14.24

ORDER CODE

0148

4

THE DRIVING INSTRUCTOR’S HANDBOOK

An extensive authoritative reference guide for trainee and 
qualifi ed instructors

DIA Plus Members: £17.99
DIA Members: £18.99

ORDER CODE

0115

As seen on Good Morning Britain:
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INSTRUCTORINSTRUCTOR DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

ORDER CODE

0123

DIA Plus members: £22.49
DIA members: £23.74

Hazard Ahead

ORDER CODE

3010

Only available to members: £2.85

DIA Magnetic Sign (150mm)

Attract more business by displaying the DIA member logo on 
your training vehicle.

ORDER CODE

0113

DIA Plus members: £17.99
DIA members: 18.99

How to Pass the ADI Exams
Driving Instructors

Provides all trainee ADIs with a guide to understanding and passing all 
three stages of the ADI exam process. Packed with practice questions, 
the book outlines the overall exam structure, before looking in detail at 
the three key areas – the theory test (Part 1), the driving exam (Part 2) 
and the instructional ability test (Part 3).

PICKS
TOP

Hazard Ahead uses over 400 colour pictures of real 
driving situations taken from a driver’s-eye view, grouped 
into the various topics taught by driving instructors and 
coupled with expert advice from author and instructor 
Andy Hall. A set of revision questions at the end of the 
book will test your knowledge and ensure you are fully 
equipped to face anything that life as a motorist has to 
throw at you.
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DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

FIND OUT MORE VISIT

www.driving.org/webbuilder

HOW TO ORDER  
You can order shop goods from us via our website at driving.org/shop or over the phone by calling us on 020 8686 8010

You’ll need to have your credit/debit card details handy and your membership number available to make use of our special member prices. If you’d like to pay by cheque, get in 
touch and we’ll post you an order form that you can fill out and return to the office. Postage costs £4 per order, so get the best value by ordering more items in one go. We aim to 
despatch items to you the next working day, but allow up to five working days for delivery. UK and NI only.

ORDER CODE

1055

DIA Plus members: £8.99
DIA members: £9.49

ORDER CODE

1056

Target 51

In this book the content is broken down into manageable units that 
the trainer can dip into when time permits. Uniquely, through a series 
of worked examples and exercises, readers are encouraged to review 
their own teaching and learning styles and identify for themselves 
targets for further professional development. Written in an ‘easy to read 
style’ with humorous anecdotes and illustraions to get the message 
across.

PC-DVD Deals
Grab these latest

DVSA Guide to Better Driving

This official DVSA guide will give you the tools you need to drive 
with confidence. In this book you will find advice on coping with 
everyday situations such as roundabouts, motorways, junctions 
and bad weather. It also includes information on managing your 
attitude and behaviour so that you can reduce risk and deal 
with distractions, as well as, quizzes, tips and scenarios to help 
you overcome speed limits.

ORDER CODE

5025

DIA Plus members: £5.99
DIA members: £6.32

Occupational Driver 
Assessment Pad
(25 per pad) 

This pad provides a clear overview of the client’s driving performance during 
pre and post training. The initial assessment column identifies the driver’s 
pre-training ability, subsequently highlighting the area(s) for development 
throughout the training session. The final assessment column records 
achievement in each category, which can then be presented to the client 
together using the trainer’s report overleaf. The form uses a simple grading 
system with skill levels recorded against each category of risk assessment.

DIA Plus members: £22.46
DIA members: £23.70
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ADINJC
Approved Driving Instructors National Joint Council

Clive Snook, Liaison Officer, 47 Sweetmans Road, 
Shaftesbury, Dorset. SP7 8EH

E: adinjc_liaisonofficer@hotmail.co.uk | W: www.adinjc.org.uk

DIA 
Driving Instructors Association

Carly Brookfield, CEO, Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd,
Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD

T: 020 8686 8010 | E: help@driving.org | W: www.driving.org

MSA
Motor Schools Association

John Lepine MBE, General Manager, Motor Schools 
Association of Great Britain Ltd, 101 Wellington Road North, 
Stockport, Cheshire. SK4 2LP

T: 0161 429 9669 | E: mail@msagb.co.uk |
 W: www.msagb.com

If you have any questions or queries for NASP please conatct us through 
our website: www.n-a-s-p.co.uk

Driving Instructor

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

ADI ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL & LOCAL

Not listed? email 
editor@driving.org 

Tel: 07748 303545 | E: secretary@imtd.org.uk | W: www.imtd.org.uk

Kathy Higgins, Secretary, 24 Highfield Road, Knowsley, Huyton. L36 3XR
IMTD

T: 0161 883 1665 | E: info@efa-eu.com | W: www.efa- eu.com

101 Wellington Road North, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 2LP
EFA

T: 020 8686 8010 | E: info@ivv.org.uk | W: www.ivv.org.uk

Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD
IVV

Aberdeen & District Derek Young 01224 897606
Ashford Derek Goodwin 01233 641924
Aylesbury Steve Ratcliff 07752 687084
Banbury Sally Franklin 07870 545431
Barnet Ramesh Versani 020 7386 9943
Barnsley Dave Peacock 07773 978949
Bedford & District Mike Jozwiak 01234 342435
Berkshire (BDI) Andy Lee 07931 545777
Birmingham James Quinn 07734 915363
Bishop Auckland Darran Shaw 01388 451315
Blackburn Linda Brooks 07749 960304
Blackpool David Bell 01253 595179
Bolton & Bury Dave Thomas 01204 382557
Bournemouth Debbie Axworthy 07980 618305
Bridgend John Essaye 01656 725778
Cambridgeshire Sue Papworth 07703 355722
Carlisle David Hamilton 07747 038938
Causeway/Northwest Ireland William Ogilby 07563 649025
Chesterfield Mark Comford 07979 383999
Cornwall F. Rossin 01726 66566
Colchester Chris Barnett 07876 416031
Crewe & District Emma Newell 07790 601987
Derby Ken Butterworth  01332 411501
Doncaster Roy Nelson 01302 770160
Dorset Julie Mansley  07702 886109
Dundee Dave Howie  01382 350650
Durham Brian McGee  07843 200314
East Kilbride Bryan Harper  07747 530684
East London Joseph Danquah  07956 241082
Edinburgh Mansour Marouf 0131 553 5600
Essex Philip Matthews  07980 938290
Fife Kenny MacLean  01592 773724
Forth Valley Gareth Marchant  01786 451542
Glasgow Alex Buist  01360 312717
Gloucestershire Doug Birch  07885 482470
Gravesham John Shailer  01474 814438
Grimsby Mark Camburn 01472269 2266
Halton Graham Cain  0151 420 2688
Hampshire & West Sussex Jane Le Feuvre  07939 002129
Harrogate Phil Hirst 07801 503423
Harrow Billy O’Hara  020 8459 7138
Hereford Craig Preedy  07949 026126
Huddersfield and District Nigel Deans  07581 387891
Inverness Orlando Collesso  07931 528344
Inverurie Richard Gilbert  01467 642861
Kendal David Morgan  01539 731296
Kettering and District Andrew Love 07812 537 562
Lanark Graham May  07963 331418
Lanarkshire David Thomson  07766 270837
Lancaster & Morecambe Barry Price  07721 391758
Leeds Derek Smith  0113 232 8900
Leicester Carl Wasilewski  01509 646471
Lewes John Rennie  07717 101713
Luton John Neilson  01582 583 783
Mansfield & Ashfield Phil Lawson  07751 488111
Merseyside Peter Barnes  0151 521 3136
Milton Keynes Derek Wormald  07958 715927
Montrose (MDIA) Moira Parker 07773 765 483
Moray Iain Holgan  07870 593441
Newcastle upon Tyne Elizabeth Cairns  07855 762 045
North Avon Jerry Price 07770 608 848
North London (LDIS) Roy E.Gerondaes  07956 275230
North Wales Arthur Carpenter  0777 9662868
North West Federation Des Desai  07900 513372
Nottingham Kate Fennelly 07751 156 408
Nuneaton & District Ralph Walton  024 76386873
Oxfordshire David Ryman  07514 093217
Perth Judith Fotheringham  01764 670259
Plymouth & District Rob Bullen  01566 782431
Pontefract Lynne Shield  07800 887874
Powys Paul Wilson  01544 350263
Rochdale Harold Lightfoot  01706 341785
Rotherham James Crowe  07811 236773
Rugby Sunil Rana  01788 575859
Rushden Ian Green  07966 149589
Salisbury Jo Horswell 01725 517595
Scarborough and District John White 01723 500600
Solihull Peter Williams 07970 782690
South East (Kent) Adrian Lewis 07984 603898
South Manchester Rob Farrelly 07526 005140
South Staffordshire Paul Buckle 07773 359128
Southend and District Mark Christmas 07733 649719
Southport Ian Duff 07752 913917
St Albans and District Louise Watson 07973 309661
St Helens & District Christine Holland 01942 713743
Stockton Brian Docherty 07891 864219
Sunderland Bert Moncur 07976 539179
Sussex Rob Ward 01903 774929
Teesside Paul Coleman 01642 517848
Three Counties (Hants, Surrey & Berks) Sue Pitchley 01252 716723
Wakefield Peter Gamewell 07713 444126
Warrington Anne Green 07840 077807
Watford Peter Fraser 020 8950 8111
Wessex Colin Gladwell 01373 822006
West Lothian Ian Sidaway 07935 498518
West Yorkshire Tom Meechan 07970 412421
Whitchurch Bill Hancock 07860 477833
Wirral Richard Gillmore 07790 193138
Worcester & District Adrian Care 01905 757234
Wycombe David Wallington 01494 714678
Yeovil Sue Miles 01935 420885
York Edward Marshall 07971 431515

Institute of Master Tutors of Driving

European Driving Schools Association

International Association for Driver Education

T 01903 506095 | E: info@airso.org.uk | W: www.airso.org.uk

Graham Feest, Secretary, 68 The Boulevard, Worthing, 
West Sussex BN13 1LA

AIRSO Association of Industrial Road Safety Officers

OTHER UK ASSOCIATIONS

68

National Associations Strategic Partnership
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This is a quick reference guide of all advertisers in Driving Instructor. 
To see what these companies have to offer simply go to the page indicated.
To advertise in Driving Instructor please contact us on 020 8686 8010 or email advertising@driving.org

INSURANCE MANFACTURERS BUSINESS SERVICES

DUAL CONTROL
MANUFACTURES

To advertise email 
advertising@driving.org

INDEX
ADVERTISER

P200800 916 1290
adrianflux.co.uk

Adrian Flux
01293 831 340
vinesmini.co.uk/mini-offers

Mini (Vines Group)
P25

P130800 458 0823a
driving.org/insurance

DIA Insurance

“We have advertised in Driving Instructor since the fi rst issue. 
The magazine has become industry standard”

Alan Midgely - He-Man

FRANCHISE
AND RECRUITMENT

DUAL CONTROL 
HIRE/LEASE/SALES

TRAINING, EVENTS
AND MEMBERSHIP

P2001162 284 9067
cacars.co.uk
info@cacars.co.uk

CA Cars

PUBLICATIONS

P54autoexpress.co.uk

Auto Express

020 8686 8010
driving.org/eyecare

Driver Eyecare 
Vouchers 

P460800 688 8054
reddrivingschool.com/franchise

Red

08457 697 323
dual-control.com

Arthur J. Gallagher
P11

mazda.co.uk/drivinginstructorl

Mazda
P50

D R I V E  T O G E T H E R
UP TO £3,000 CASH SAVING ON ANY MAZDA2 OR 2017 MAZDA3

An intuitive bond between car and student can make the process of learning to drive smoother and more enjoyable. 
Available on the Mazda Driving School Scheme, both Mazda2 and 2017 Mazda3 offer a dynamic, engaging drive to ensure 
learner and car can work together in complete harmony. What’s more, cutting-edge safety features like Smart City Brake 

Support and Hill Hold Assist provide extra peace of mind. 

With both offering competitive finance rates and cash savings plus exceptional fuel efficiency, which will you choose?

For more information please visit www.mazda.co.uk/drivinginstructor

The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Mazda range: Urban 28.0 (10.1) – 74.3 (3.8). Extra Urban 51.4 (5.5) – 88.3 (3.2). 
Combined 39.2 (7.2) – 83.1 (3.4). CO2  emissions (g/km) 167 – 89.

Responsive engines and outstanding handling 

Mazda’s MZD-Connect system* for advanced 
connectivity and in-car infotainment

Cutting-edge safety features include Smart City 
Brake Support† and Hill Hold Assist

£1,750^ CASH SAVING
5.9% APR~ REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

M{ZD{ 2

Exceptional performance, fuel efficiency 
and low CO2 emissions

Available in hatchback or Fastback models

Advanced safety features include Smart City 
Brake Support† and Hill Hold Assist

5.9% APR~ REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

£3,000^ CASH SAVING

2017 M{ZD{ 3

023 8022 6952
he-mandualcontrols.co.uk

He-Man
P53

075 8117 7874
oneweekintensivedriving.com

One Week
Insensive Driving P14

0344 875 2448
partnersprogramme.co.uk

Vauxhall
P29

Get the Corsa Limited Edition with your Vauxhall Partners discount.

When you depend on your car for work, 
OnStar’s Vehicle Diagnostics smartphone app 

gives you trusted, real-time info so you know 
it’s running just as it should. 

Vauxhall Corsa 
WITH  VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS^

MORE FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
Partners
Official Government Test Environmental Data. Fuel consumption figures mpg (litres/100km) and CO2 emissions (g/km). Corsa 
Limited Edition 1.4i (75PS) ecoFLEX, 3-Door: Urban 41.5 (6.8), Extra-urban 65.7 (4.3), Combined 54.3 (5.2). CO2 emissions: 120g/km.# 
For Partners Terms and Conditions go to www.partnersprogramme.co.uk/terms-and-conditions. ^OnStar and 4G Wi-Fi hotspot services require activation and are 
subject to mobile network coverage and availability. Wi-Fi hotspot service requires account with nominated mobile network operator. 4G subject to mobile network 
coverage availability. Charges apply after free trial period. The OnStar subscription packages could be different from the services included in the free trial period. Check 
www.vauxhall.co.uk/onstar for details of availability, coverage and charges or ask your Vauxhall Retailer. Terms and conditions apply. Vehicles purchased without OnStar 
cannot have the required technology retro fitted. #Fuel consumption information is official government environmental data, tested in accordance with the relevant 
EU directive. Official EU-regulated test data is provided for comparison purposes and actual performance will depend on driving style, road conditions and other 
non-technical factors. General Motors UK Limited t/a Vauxhall Motors reserves the right to change, amend or withdraw this offer at any point in time. Correct at time of 
going to press 13/07/2017.

To find out more visit: partnersprogramme.co.uk
Call 0344 875 2448 or visit your local Vauxhall Retailer.

DRIVING SCHOOLS LOGIN: DRIVING

0333 772 0642
ukadit.co.uk

ADIT
P29

020 8686 8010
driving.org

Diverse Needs

P71

020 8686 8010
driving.org

DIA Plus

P32

020 8686 8010
driving.org

DIA Conference

P72

020 8686 8010
driving.org

Working Lunch

P02
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WE HAD HUNDREDS OF YOU COMPLETE OUR SURVEY SHARING YOUR 
STANDARDS CHECK EXPERIENCES. HERE IS WHAT YOU HAD TO SAY...

Driving Instructor70

SOCIAL FEEDBACK

“I didn’t really feel that there were any challenges to overcome in the 
run up to the standards check. For me, it’s very similar to what we had 
before, but better in that the scoring system recognises your efforts to 
help the learner help themselves better than it used to.”

“Didn’t find any great challenge about going thro the check.
The main dilemma was who to take. Should it be a relatively 
inexperienced driver, one nearing test or a full licence holder?”

“Finding a willing and able student on the time/day of the check and 
organising the rest of my working week around the standards check.”

DIA members
Remember to

redeem your £15 
CPD voucher!

To redeem please 
call 020 8686 8010

Drivers
with
Diverse
Needs
DIA are pleased to announce the return of our
Drivers with Diverse Needs introductory training days this Autumn

driving.org/diverse-needs

020 8686 8010

Price includes
All training materials, refreshments and lunch.
All delegates will also receive a CPD certificate

Crawley | 26th October 2017
Fareham | 27th October 2017

Maidstone | 2nd November 2017
Ipswich | 3rd November 2017

Birmingham | 8th November 2017
Nottingham | 9th November 2017 

Milton Keynes | 23rd November 2017
Bolton | 30th November 2017 

Plymouth | 5th December 2017
Bristol | 12th December 2017
Glasgow | 16th January 2018 

 When?

£99
Non Members£89

DIA Members

Drivers with Diverse Needs Ad.indd   1 29/09/2017   14:41

Challenges Improvements

“Not to overuse question and answer and to guide pupil more where 
appropriate, but I think my nerves caused me to do this.”

“Making sure the hour is full. I felt there was the occasional quiet moment 
which, when I reflect upon It I could have utilised better.”

“To perhaps be a little more frank with my feedback to the pupil 
sometimes. I need to ensure my pupil is clear on their progress so that 
they understand the areas that need development.”

“Plan the route and be prepared to stop and review.”

Additional training
“That first attempt gave me some experience to learn from. I attended 
two CPD courses, lessons with my part 2/3 trainer and also had lessons 
with another instructor whereby we did some role play, the instructor 
observed some of my lessons and I observed some of his”

“I had been on a DIA and AA course to prepare myself. I will use some 
points from my training but hope that providing a more normal lesson for 
my next Standard Check, I will hopefully improve my score. I think be my 
natural self rather than try and be something I am not.”

“People can always benefit from some one else assessing a lesson from 
the backseat and giving feedback, but I tend to assess myself as I’m very 
nervous and shy when having people listening in on me. I like to watch 
and learn rather than physically take part.”

“Giving feedback during a lesson should be done in the middle to 
discuss any areas needing improvement and at the end to look at what 
needs working on for next lesson.”

“Feedback should be given at the time of the mistake, depending on 
their level of experience. Either pull up on the side of the road or mention 
feedback whilst on the move.”

“Feedback to the learner should be given all throughout the lesson 
- at the beginning as a recap, during the lesson as correction and 
encouragement, and at the end as a recap, mentioning what we’ll work 
on next lesson.”

“Continuously as when needed, feedback should be given when dealing 
with risks.” 

Giving feedback during lesson
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DIA members
Remember to

redeem your £15 
CPD voucher!

To redeem please 
call 020 8686 8010

Drivers
with
Diverse
Needs
DIA are pleased to announce the return of our
Drivers with Diverse Needs introductory training days this Autumn

driving.org/diverse-needs

020 8686 8010

Price includes
All training materials, refreshments and lunch.
All delegates will also receive a CPD certificate

Crawley | 26th October 2017
Fareham | 27th October 2017

Maidstone | 2nd November 2017
Ipswich | 3rd November 2017

Birmingham | 8th November 2017
Nottingham | 9th November 2017 

Milton Keynes | 23rd November 2017
Bolton | 30th November 2017 

Plymouth | 5th December 2017
Bristol | 12th December 2017
Glasgow | 16th January 2018 

 When?

£99
Non Members£89

DIA Members
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DRIVING DRIVER
EDUCATION FORWARD

DIA Conference 2017

driving.org/conference
020 8686 8010

Early Bird Prices

SAVE £15
Early bird offer ends 30 September 
2017. Early Bird discounts cannot

be used in connection with DIA CPD 
vouchers or any other offer. 

Lunch Refreshments CPD MaterialsNetworking

Key Topics
•	 Preparing	pupils	and	trainers	for		

deregulation	of	motorways
•	 Delivering	thinking	drivers	to	

our	roads	-	from	GDE	to	driver									
psychology

•	 The	new	L	test	-	a	new	challenge	
for	pupils	and	trainers

•	 Rider	Training	Tomorrow

Key speakers
•	 Gareth	Llewellyn,	DVSA	CEO
•	 Mark	Magee,	DVSA	Registrar,	

&	Lesley	Young,	DVSA	Chief																			
Driving	Examiner

•	 Mark	Winn,	DVSA	Head	of														
Motorcycling

•	 Highways	England	
•	 Transport	Research	Laboratories

…WITH MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED!

Wyboston Lakes Training Centre
17 November 2017

£89

Non-members

Other	conference	tickets	
available	online,	including	
bed	and	breakfest	or	dinner,	
bed	and	breakfast.

DIA Members

£99
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